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INTRODUCTION

1. Introduction
1.1

BACKGROUND

Active transportation – transportation by walking or biking – is crucial to creating a healthy and sustainable community. For
decades, urban development has been largely designed around the automobile, resulting in a landscape that is often hostile
to those on foot or bike. Increasingly civic leaders, urban planners, and policymakers are recognizing the importance of active
transportation. In the Fredericksburg Region, investing in things like bicycle infrastructure, bike share, and new sidewalks can
have a major positive effect on the community in several ways:
Providing First- and Last-Mile Connections to Transit
Active transportation is a crucial component in developing a multi-modal transportation system:


Nearly every transit rider begins and ends their trip as a pedestrian or cyclist.



A lack of infrastructure and poor street conditions will discourage people from using transit and lead people toward
relying on personal automobiles for all transportation.



Pedestrian infrastructure can make the transit system more accessible for users with disabilities.

Creating More Livable Communities
Investments in better walking and bicycling infrastructure makes for more livable communities:


They provide people, regardless of income or age, an economical and healthy way to get around.



Places that engineer-out walking or biking as a viable mode of travel require people to depend on their cars for every
trip. Auto dependency leads to the need to build more parking lots and wider roads. It contributes to sprawl,
increased traffic congestion, higher transportation costs, lost productivity, and increased emissions. 1



Compared to new roads and expanded parking lots, even small investments in improved bicycle and pedestrian
infrastructure can have a major economic impact. A study by the North Carolina Department of Transportation
found that a $6.7 million network of bike infrastructure in the Outer Banks served 680,000 bicyclists per year and
helped generate $60 million in local economic activity. 2



Walking and bicycling allows people to engage with their neighbors and community in a way simply not possible
from the inside of a car. Residents on lower traffic streets are more likely to have a stronger social network with their
neighbors than on auto-oriented roads. 3

Promoting Physical Activity and Healthy Lifestyles
As its name suggests, active transportation can have extensive public health benefits by integrating physical activity into
travel:


Improved pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure has the secondary benefit of improving public safety as better
infrastructure can reduce bicycle and pedestrian injuries due to collision. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC)
found that active transportation improvements can also result in an increase of physical activity of up to 35 percent. 4

Litman, Todd Automobile Dependency and Economic Development. Victoria Transportation Policy Institute, 2002
North Carolina DOT, Pathways to Prosperity: The Economic Impact of Investments in Bicycle Infrastructure.
3
Appleyard, Donald, Livable Streets, 1981
4
American Public Health Association and Safe Routes to School, Promoting Active Transportation, An Opportunity for Public Health, 2013
1
2
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In 2010, the CDC found that 26 percent of Virginia residents are obese and fewer than 50 percent of adult residents
achieve the CDC’s minimum recommended physical activity. 5 Other communities across the country have worked
to promote active transportation as a public health measure that incorporates physical activity into people’s
everyday lives. 6

Fortunately, Fredericksburg is anchored by a historic urban core designed at a pedestrian scale. This legacy of pedestrian
friendly design forms the base for developing a more robust active transportation network for the region. While many of the
recommendations in this study focus on the City of Fredericksburg, active transportation infrastructure investments such as
new trails or bike share would have a positive impact on communities across the GWRC Region.

1.2

STUDY PURPOSE

This study outlines a vision for improving pedestrian and bicycle transportation in and around Fredericksburg. The first part
of the study examines the feasibility of developing a bike share program. The bike share analysis includes a market study for
bike share, recommendations on system size and layout, cost and ridership forecasts, and a discussion on how to implement
a bike share program.
The second portion of the study focuses on bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure. A gap analysis was conducted to identify
critical missing links in the City of Fredericksburg’s bicycle and pedestrian network. A set of recommendations were then
developed to address those gaps and create an integrated network of bicycle and pedestrian routes that can extend into
surrounding jurisdictions.

1.3

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Strategic Goals and Objectives were created to guide the development of bike share and active transportation infrastructure
in Fredericksburg. Goals are clear statements of purpose, each with its own function that drives an end result. Connected to
each goal are a set of objectives: specific, measurable statements of how well the program achieves the related goal.
To develop goals and objectives, the study team held a workshop with representatives from GWRC, GWRideConnect, the City
of Fredericksburg, Fredericksburg Regional Transit, and the University of Mary Washington. The team decided to develop one
set of goals and objectives that will apply to both the bike share and active transportation infrastructure components of the
study. Having shared goals and objectives allowed the study team to evaluate various recommendations holistically, rather
than treating investments in bike share and bicycle infrastructure separately. The goals/objectives listed below reflect local
priorities ranging from economic development and livability, to traffic congestion and parking management. The final
recommendations in the study are intended to represent investments that best meet these goals while staying within realistic
cost constraints.

5
6

https://www.cdc.gov/obesity/stateprograms/fundedstates/pdf/virginia-state-profile.pdf
American Public Health Association and Safe Routes to School, Promoting Active Transportation, An Opportunity for Public Health, 2013
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Table 1: Study Goals and Objectives
Goals

Objectives

Quality of Life:
Enhance the health, environment, vitality,
and attractiveness of Fredericksburg for
both residents and visitors.



Provide access to open space, recreation, public parks, and the
Rappahannock River, including the new Riverfront Park.



Reduce vehicle miles travelled, resulting in less congestion and automobilerelated pollution.



Promote a cultural shift toward a wider embrace of walking and bicycling as
a primary mode of transportation within the City.



Increase transportation choice and reduce the necessity of owning a car
within the City.

Financial Sustainability:
Create a system that is financially
sustainable, transparently operated, and
accountable.



Leverage partnerships with major institutions, non-profits and developers in
the region.



Plan to ensure sustainable funding for expanding and maintaining the active
transportation network.



Ensure that public and private funds are utilized in an efficient manner that
maximizes the return on investment.

Transportation Accessibility
and Mobility:



Provide robust transportation options to serve segments of the population
without reliable access to an automobile.



Increase the ability of individuals in the
Fredericksburg area to access their daily
needs via the active transportation network.



Economic Vitality:



Leverage active transportation as a tool to
promote livability, and attract or retain
residents, businesses and visitors.



Enhance first and last mile access to and from FRED, VRE, and Amtrak within
the City.
Reduce pressure on parking resources by reducing driving within the City and
allowing visitors to park once and bike/walk through the City.
Promote active transportation investments to attract and retain active
residents looking for communities with robust walking and bicycling options.
Leverage bicycle and pedestrian investments as an asset to support local
businesses and the health of downtown.



Enhance the visitor experience through investments that connect the
Fredericksburg area’s historic sites and other visitor attractions via the active
transportation network.

2. Bike Share Plan
2.1

INTRODUCTION

Bike share systems have been established in communities across North America. These systems have been launched for a
wide variety of reasons, from promoting physical activity to providing a new mode of transportation to the public. Developing
a bike share system is a major decision and often requires extensive planning and investment. This study looks at bike share
to determine what kind of system could serve Fredericksburg and the surrounding area. From there, the study outlines the
steps needed to implement bike share, along with its cost.

2.1.1 What is Bike Share?
Quite simply, bike share is bicycle-based public transportation. Bike share systems allow users to access a fleet of bicycles
for short-term use. Systems are designed for one-way journeys, allowing a rider to pick up a bike in one place and return it
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somewhere else in the system. Bike share differs from other modes of public transportation as it is available on-demand.
Since users are not tied to a fixed bus route or train line with set schedules, bike share provides tremendous flexibility.
Bike Share is designed to Facilitate Point-to-Point Trips

The concept of bike share originated in the 1960s in Amsterdam, and early bike share systems consisted of specially marked
bikes placed around cities for free use. These pioneers of bike share, referred to today as “first generation” bicycle systems,
saw limited success as there were few curbs on theft and vandalism. It was not until the arrival of automated locking and
payment systems that bike share began to see wide-spread implementation world-wide. 7 Today modern bike share systems
are most often fully automated. Users use a membership card, kiosk, or phone to unlock bicycles. Vandalism and theft is
deterred through robust locking mechanisms, and users typically must provide a credit card or debit card hold to rent a
bicycle.

How Does Bike Share Work?
Most bike share programs come in one of two forms. The first type of bike share are dock-based systems, an example of which
is shown in Figure 1. Bicycles are picked up and returned to stations composed of a set of docks and a payment kiosk. The
bicycles are locked into the dock, making theft extremely difficult. Dock based systems are often solar powered, allowing for
stations to be installed without any electric hardwiring or other in-ground infrastructure.
An alternative to dock-based systems are smart bikes, an example of which is shown in Figure 2. With smart bikes, the locking
mechanism and payment system are on the bicycle itself. Some smart bike systems allow users to lock a bicycle anywhere
within a service area, but many establish virtual stations where bikes must be returned.

Who Uses Bike Share?
Bike share attracts a diverse base of users. While some bike share users are avid cyclists who use bike share in addition to
their own bicycles, a large proportion of bike share riders are new or infrequent cyclists. A study of Capital Bikeshare found
that bike share users are more likely to be female, have modest household incomes, own fewer cars and bicycles, and are
more likely to cycle for utilitarian trip purposes than the typical area cyclist 8. Bike share users tend to be well-educated but
not necessarily well-off, which relates to the low average age of riders. 9 Survey and trip data show that bike share serves a
transportation need for the majority of trips; bike share is utilized for short one-way trips in lieu of another mode. Bike share
riders have distinct commute patterns compared to the general population, typically living within a few miles of their place
DeMaio, Paul; Bike Share: History, Impacts, Model for Provision, and Future; http://bike.cofc.edu/bike-share-program/history%20of%20bike%20sharing.pdf
Buck, Darren et. al. Are Bikeshare Users Different from Regular Cyclists? A First Look at Short-Term Users, Annual Members, and Area Cyclists in the Washington, DC Region
Transportation Research Board 2012
9
Shaheen, Susan et. al. Public Bikeshare in North America: Early Operator and User Understanding Mineta Transportation Institute 2012
7
8
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of employment. Finally bike share shows close integration with other modes of public transportation, with many systems
reporting their highest ridership bike share locations at or near major transit hubs.
Figure 1: Typical Dock Based Station

Figure 2: Example Smart Bike Station
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Why Bike Share?
Bike share is a unique opportunity to provide a physically active form of public transportation that integrates with and
supports the Fredericksburg area’s existing transportation system. These systems provide a short distance transportation
option that fills the gap between distances that are too far to walk but too close to justify waiting for and riding other transit
options, e.g., bus.
Transportation Network Benefits
Bike share systems give a new option for short distance trips and increase the diversity and effectiveness of a region’s public
transportation system. Bike share often works in conjunction with bus service and walking to provide the “last mile”
connections for riders. Bike share enhances options for car-free and car-light households by providing a new public transit
mode that is free from schedules or routes. In the Fredericksburg area, bike share could provide travelers with another means
to connect with the existing bus system, VRE, and Amtrak.
Bike share has also been shown to reduce the dependence on personal vehicles. In a multi-city study, 40 percent of bike share
users reported driving less often since joining. The same study also found that two percent of members sold their personal
vehicles and claimed that bike share had an influence in their decision. 10
Health Benefits
Bike share is the only physically-active form of public transportation and has the potential to directly impact public health.
In general, cycling has been linked with increased cardiovascular health which reduces the likelihood of heart disease and
obesity. A health survey conducted by Capital Bikeshare (Washington, DC region) found that 31 percent of members reported
weight loss since joining the program and 27 percent reported an improvement in their physique. 11
Bike share also offers safety benefits to the cycling community at large. Increasing the number of bikes on the streets helps
acclimate drivers to sharing the road. A study in the British Medical Journal found that increasing the number of cyclists and
pedestrians in a community reduced the relative risk of a collision. 12 While there is still a risk of injury with cycling, the health
benefits have been found to far outweigh the risk of injury. 13
Economic Benefits
Bike share helps connect riders with local business and generates new trips to retail and tourist destinations. In the
Minneapolis-Saint Paul region the introduction of the NiceRide bike share system generated an additional $150,000 dollars
to businesses around bike docking stations. 14 Tourism is another significant economic benefit of bike sharing. Tourists can
quickly and easily access sites around the city, without the expense of a cab or car rental. Data from Capital Bikeshare show
that 80 percent of its riders spent money during one of their last three trips on stores, restaurants, or entertainment.
Environmental Benefits
Bike share creates an opportunity to decrease the pollution in our environment. On average, the cars driven in the U.S.
produce a pound of CO2 per mile driven. In the first year of Denver B-Cycle operations, there was an estimated reduction of
more than 300,000 pounds of CO2, and after four years the number had risen to over a million pounds annually. 15 Bike share
10
Public Bikesharing in North America: Early Operator and User Understanding, Mineta Transportation Institute Report 11-26, June 2012,
http://transweb.sjsu.edu/PDFs/research/1029-public-bikesharing-understanding-early-operators-users.pdf
11
Vehicle 4 Change: Health Implications of the Capital Bikeshare Program, December 2012, http://capitalbikeshare.com/assets/pdf/v4c_capstone_report_final.pdf
12
Safety in Numbers: More Walkers and Bicyclists, Safer Walking and Bicycling, British Journal of Medicine, Volume 9 Issue 3, September 2003,
http://injuryprevention.bmj.com/content/9/3/205.full
13
The Health Risk and Benefits of Cycling in Urban Environments Compared with Car Use: Health Impact Assessment Study, British Journal of Medicine, August 2011,
http://www.bmj.com/content/343/bmj.d4521
14
University of Minnesota Center for Transportation Studies Catalyst, July 2012, http://www.cts.umn.edu/Publications/catalyst/2012/july/niceride/
15
Denver Bike Sharing 2013 Annual Report, http://denverbikesharing.org/AnnualReports/DBS_2013_Annual_Report.pdf
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systems help promote greater environmental consciousness in the communities they serve, and many systems provide users
customized statistics on pounds of CO2 saved by each trip.

2.1.2 Bike Share Programs in Peer Cities
Bike share is not just limited to large cities. Many small and mid-size communities have bike share programs, such as Hastings,
MN (population: 22,000) or Princeton, NJ (population: 29,000). Throughout the study, examples are brought in that highlight
peer bike share programs. Table 2 summarizes some characteristics of peers with comparable population, land use, or
university presence.
Table 2: Peer Bike Share Systems
Peer System

System Size

Operator

City Name

City
Population

University Partner

University
Population

N/A

N/A

N/A

Fredericksburg, VA

24,286

University of Mary
Washington

5,203

Topeka Metro
Bike

10 stations;
144 bikes

Social Bikes

Topeka, KS

127,473

Washburn
University

6,636

Rapid City BCycle

2 stations; 9
bikes

B-Cycle

Rapid City, SD

67,956

South Dakota
School of Mines

2,485

Spartanburg BCycle

5 stations;
38 bikes

B-Cycle

Spartanburg, SC

37,013

Wofford College /
Converse College

2,430

Hastings
Zagster

1 station;
10 bikes

Zagster

Hastings, MN

22,554

N/A

N/A

UBike

20 stations;
120 bikes

Social Bikes

Charlottesville, VA

49,071

University of
Virginia

22,391

A review of these peer systems reveals a few lessons learned from operating small bike share systems in communities like
Fredericksburg. First, these peer systems support their downtown neighborhoods. These downtown cores are historic and
pedestrian-friendly, which makes them conducive to biking as well. At the same time, they feature narrower streets, making
it challenging to build new bicycle infrastructure, which requires right-of-way.
These systems also rely heavily on ridership generated by their local universities. The systems in Rapid City and Spartanburg
have located stations on college campuses and created marketing plans targeted at students. Topeka Metro Bike also has a
special pricing plan for students, faculty, and staff at Washburn University. UBike stations are exclusively on UVA property.
In addition to downtown and university campuses, these systems locate their stations near recreational trails to leverage a
shared-use trail network which connects downtown with other recreational opportunities in the region.
Finally, small bike share systems feature a different ridership dynamic from their larger peers. They see a lower rate of bicycle
utilization and rely to a greater extent on infrequent users compared to bike share programs in large urban centers. While
these programs do play a role in daily transportation, they are also used to a high degree as leisure and recreation amenities.
To offset the lower ridership rate, smaller systems deploy a range of policies, from selecting technology that has a lower
capital cost, to adopting a business model which relies extensively on local partnerships for funding and in-kind donations.
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2.2

FEASABILITY

2.2.1 Market Study
Key Bike Trip Generators in the Fredericksburg Area
Fredericksburg benefits from having a few key characteristics which suggest that a small bike share system would succeed in
this market. The city benefits from having a historic, walkable downtown which acts as a tourist destination, especially for
the millions who live within a two-hour drive of the city. Bike share systems of varying sizes throughout the country have
shown that tourism-related ridership can make up a significant percentage of total ridership. These casual riders use bike
share as a convenient and enjoyable way to get out of their cars and experience urban neighborhoods in a more active way.
Fredericksburg’s historic downtown, and its proximity to the Rappahannock Riverfront, is ideally suited to attract this sort of
ridership.
The University of Mary Washington is also likely to be a major trip generator for bike share. With a campus, that stretches for
over one mile, bike share would be a convenient and quick way for students to travel around campus. Bicycle travel is typically
a popular transportation mode on college campuses; bike share would make personal bicycle ownership unnecessary and
would negate the need for students to maintain and store their bikes. Furthermore, bike share would help connect students
to Fredericksburg’s historic downtown and ample local recreational opportunities, which would more fully integrate students
into the community.
Finally, Fredericksburg’s robust trail network could support bike share ridership. Tourists, students, and residents alike could
use bike share to access the city’s network of shared-use paths, especially those that are fully separated from vehicular traffic
and provide recreational value. The Virginia Central Railway Trail, the Rappahannock River Heritage Trail, the Rappahannock
Canal Path, and the Belmont-Ferry Farm Trail in nearby Stafford County are all examples of shared-use paths that would
likely be popular among bike share users.

Target Users of Bike Share in Fredericksburg
Based on the experience of similar peer systems and a review of likely trip generators, it’s possible to form an idea of the likely
target user of bike share in Fredericksburg. The first group of users would be riders who utilize bike share as part of their daily
transportation, be it for trips to the store, work, or school. Bike share should also target tourists and other recreational users
who could use bike share primarily to access downtown and nearby shared-use trails. Finally, students will be an important
target user group. Trips taken by students will primarily be on and around campus, perhaps with some trips between campus
and downtown. Due to the city’s small size, successfully attracting all three demographic groups will be key for the system’s
success.

Bike Share Propensity Analysis
In order to understand the demand for bike share in the Fredericksburg area, a propensity analysis was conducted using 13
measures which typically correlate with bike share use. The goal of the propensity analysis was to determine the level of
demand for bike share in Fredericksburg, as well as where this demand is located. Answering these questions will help guide
decision-making related to system implementation and station location.
Methodology
The City of Fredericksburg and the surrounding area were mapped using 13 data points which generally correlate with bike
share usage. These measures capture a diverse range of factors related to bicycle ridership and, when viewed together,
provide a comprehensive picture of the demand for bike share. Measures include the density and location of Fredericksburg’s
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population, low-income households, employment centers, retail and hospitality jobs, bicycle infrastructure, proximity to
major trip generators, and the slope of the terrain.
A propensity map was created for each bike share measure. Propensity maps are composed of a series of measures that have
been normalized to a scale of zero to one, with one representing the maximum value and zero the minimum value. The
measures used in this analysis are largely based on absolute numbers (e.g., the number of bicycle commuters, or income
population per square mile) instead of percentages (e.g., proportion of population that is low-income); a location for example
may have 100 percent of its population below the poverty line, but still barely register under the low-income measure if its
total population is negligible. This approach was taken so that each measure gauges the total population impacted by bike
share. In scoring the maps, certain measures were provided with an additional weighting based on the perceived importance
of that factor.
Table 3 outlines all the measures included in the study and associated weights. Population and employment density were
assigned a higher weight than the other factors because they are the most significantly correlated with high bike share
ridership.
Table 3: Propensity Map Measure Weighting
Measures

Weighting by Measure

1)

Population density

2

2)

Employment density

2

3)

Density of hospitality and retail employment

1

4)

Density of nearby bicycle infrastructure

1

5)

Proximity to nearby schools, community centers, library, hospitals, and
recreational facilities

1

6)

Proximity to nearby commercial centers and tourist destinations

1

7)

Proximity to national park or historical site

1

8)

Density of bicycle commuters

1

9)

Change in elevation (average slope)

-1

10) Proximity to local park

0.5

11) Density of bicycle boardings at bus stop

1

12) Density of students enrolled in higher education

1

13) Density of population with income below 150 percent of the poverty line

1

Results
The propensity analysis (see Figure 3) highlights where in Fredericksburg, and adjacent portions of Spotsylvania and Stafford
County, are the best conditions to support bike share. The grid cells received scores ranging from zero to 9, with a higher
value reflecting a greater predicted demand for bike share.
Nearly all the areas with a moderate to high propensity score are clustered within the City of Fredericksburg. This is due in
part because certain data sources used in the propensity analysis covered only the city itself. Regardless of these data
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limitations, Fredericksburg scores high because it has the highest concentration of population, employment, retail, tourist
attraction, and civic amenities in the region.
Downtown features the highest propensity scores in the region. This area of greatest demand stretches from Lafayette
Boulevard in the south to approximately the Rappahannock Canal Trail to the north, and encompasses the main commercial
corridors along William, Princess Anne, and Caroline Streets.
Along with downtown, the University of Mary Washington and the nearby US-1 corridor score well in the propensity analysis.
These results are not surprising as the area features the region’s highest concentration of students, a potentially important
demographic for bike share’s success. The University of Mary Washington and nearby Mary Washington Hospital are some of
the largest employment sites in the region. Finally, the mix of student and multi-family housing means this area features a
relatively high population density.
A handful of other areas show moderate demand for bike share, including portions of the Bragg Hill and Mayfield
neighborhoods, along with commercial areas along Plank Road and Carl D. Silver Parkway. These areas receive moderate
scores for a variety of reasons, from high concentration of retail activity to moderate population densities. The case for bike
share is more tenuous in most of these neighborhoods because of their limited connection to Fredericksburg core due to
auto-oriented development patterns.
See Appendix A for additional information on the data sources used in this analysis.
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Figure 3: Bike Share Propensity Map
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2.2.2 Market Study Conclusions
The propensity analysis, peer data, and qualitative information on the Fredericksburg area help demonstrate the size and
shape a bike share system could take. Bike share shows the greatest promise in Downtown and surrounding neighborhoods.
In Downtown and its vicinity, development densities as well as a dense grid of interconnected streets, create preferable
conditions for cycling. A bike share program focused on Downtown and surrounding neighborhoods could facilitate a range
of trips, including:


Provide a recreational amenity that allows visitors and residents to explore downtown and adjacent destinations
like Chatham Manor, the Rappahannock River Heritage Trail, and the Belmont-Ferry Farm Trail.



Improve transportation within downtown. A bike share system would provide a transportation alternative that
allows residents or visitors to leave their car at home, or at least park once and then rely on walking and bike share
to get around.



Enhance connections between Downtown, University of Mary Washington and the Hospital. Bike share would
provide an easy-to-use option for students and employees of the University to travel downtown.

This core area, while showing promise, is not without challenges. Fredericksburg is a small city, and its population densities
and travel demand are lower than many other communities with bike share. While Fredericksburg has a growing multi-use
trail system, on-street bicycle infrastructure is very limited. Finally, the community’s cycling culture is still in its infancy, and
many residents may be unfamiliar with the concept of bike share. Other bike share programs have been able to address these
challenges and this study will put forward technology, infrastructure and policy recommendations to address the market’s
weaknesses.
While the core market for bike share represents the areas with the greatest potential demand for bike share in Fredericksburg,
the system could expand past this zone to encompass additional neighborhoods in Fredericksburg and its vicinity. There are
opportunities to extend bike share to commercial areas like Central Park, and residential neighborhoods such as Idlewild,
Bragg Hill, and Mayfield. These secondary markets for bike share would face additional challenges, however, and their
ultimate feasibility may depend on the type of bike share system chosen for Fredericksburg.

2.2.3 System Recommendations
Overview
Based on the results of the market analysis, this study envisions a bike share system that is “right-sized” for the City of
Fredericksburg, including:


The use of smart-bike type equipment to lower capital costs and increase operational flexibility.



Delineation of a 3.5 square mile core service area where bicyclists can start or end their journey.



Placement of 20 bike share stations and 120 bikes in a dense configuration through Downtown and the UMW
campus. While riders would not be required to pick up or drop off bikes exclusively at stations, financial incentives
can be put in place to encourage such behavior. Stations would be outfitted with signage and a payment kiosk.



Operational flexibility to enable trips outside the core service area based on the City’s discretion.
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Figure 4: Proposed Bike Share System

Technology Recommendations
Bike share systems come in a variety of shape and sizes. Much like a transit agency may implement a low-cost bus in place of
a high cost rail line, based on a community’s size and transportation demand, bike share systems have a variety of technology
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options that are suited for different conditions. Most large bike share systems in the United States utilize dock-based bike
share technology. Dock-based systems require all bike share trips to start or end at specially designed bike sharing stations
composed of a payment kiosk and mechanical docks. The docks are specially designed to only accept bike share bicycles
and are equipped with a heavy-duty locking mechanism. Dock-based systems have the longest track record in the United
States, and locating most of the IT hardware on the stations allow bicycles to be built more simply, with a focus on durability.
These factors have contributed to the prevalence of dock-based bicycles in high-usage demanding environments like
Washington D.C.’s Capital Bikeshare or New York’s CitiBike.
Figure 5: Example of Mechanical Bike Share Dock in Rockville, Maryland (Capital Bikeshare)

Source: City of Rockville, MD
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Figure 6: Station-Based Bike Share System in Denver, Colorado (Denver BCycle)

Source: Flickr user “Tracy out west”

An alternative to station-based bike share are smart-bike systems. With a smart-bike system, most of the IT hardware and the
locking mechanism are integrated on the bicycle. Because smart-bikes do not require specially designed bike share stations,
bicycles can theoretically be locked up at any suitable spot. While the bicycles themselves are more expensive than the
simpler models used by station-based systems, overall capital costs are much lower as stations are the costliest piece of
equipment in a dock-based bike share system. Many newer smart-bike systems blur the lines between a smart bike and
station based system. These hybrid systems feature bike share stations with payment kiosks and user information. However,
the dock is more similar to a bicycle rack than a mechanical dock, and hardware and the locking mechanism are located on
the bicycle itself. Based on the specifications, the capital costs of smart-bike system can be 75 percent to 25 percent cheaper
than those of a dock-based system.
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Figure 7: Simplified Dock Design of Smart-Bike Based Bike Share System (JUICE Orlando Bike Share)

Source: BikePortland.org
Figure 8: Example of Smart-Bike System in West Hollywood, California

Source: Beverlypress.com
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For the City of Fredericksburg, a smart-bike system that includes dedicated bike share stations would strike the best balance
between the visibility and user friendliness of a station-based bike share system, and the lower costs and greater operational
flexibility of a smart-bike system. Such a system would allow the City to create a denser network of bike share stations than
would be financially feasible with a station-based system. As smart bikes can be locked up at locations without a station, bike
share could serve lower-demand parts of the City that do not have the demand to warrant a dedicated bike share station.
Stations could be as simple as a branded bike rack with a panel for advertising and user information or feature a full-service
kiosk where users could purchase memberships.

Bike Share Planning Criteria
Station siting plays an important role in determining the effectiveness of bike share in Fredericksburg. Bike share functions
as a network and the placement and density of stations closely impact ridership. The following are key criteria that should
be used in guiding system planning:


Density: The density of bike share stations is important for two key reasons. First, providing stations close together
reduces the average time it takes a rider to walk to or from a station. A quarter mile is considered a typical walking
radius for bike share stations. Denser stations also increase the total number of destinations accessible by bicycle.
Ridership grows as the number of destinations within a bike-able distance increase. When determining the density,
it is also true that too great of a station density can result in higher operating and capital costs for the program. In
summary, it is recommended that bike share stations be placed no farther than half a mile apart, with an even higher
density recommended in Downtown and the UMW campus.



Station Size: Because of the use of a smart-bike system, station sizing is less of factor than with a station-based
system as users are not required to pick up or leave a bicycle at a station. To maximize system coverage and
convenience, the study team recommends creating a network of smaller bike share stations in a dense
configuration. A typical station can have a capacity for up to 10 to 12 bicycles when full, with an average utilization
of 1 bicycle for every 2 docking points. Stations can be expanded with more locking points at a fairly low cost, if
warranted by demand.



Visibility and Proximity to Destinations: Stations should be placed in locations that are easily accessible to nearby
destinations. When possible, stations should have a clear line of sight from the entrance to facilities such as the
Fredericksburg train station, key points of interest, and major real estate developments.



Accessible to Key Bicycle Routes: While stations should not be sited solely based on the availability of bicycle
infrastructure, stations should be placed in locations that are easily accessible from key bicycle routes.
Implementation of bike share should be closely coordinated with implementation of the infrastructure
recommendations in this study.



Define an Operationally Sustainable Core Service Area: With a smart bike program, users can lock bikes up
anywhere. For operational purposes, however, incentives should be put in place to ensure bikes are concentrated
in the areas with the greatest demand. Most smart bike systems do this by delineating a core service area, where
bicycles trips can be ended outside of a station for a nominal fee. This core area usually does not extend too far out
from station locations to ensure a large number bikes do not end up far from existing stations. Outside the core
service area, users could still choose to end their trip for a significant charge, or have the option to lock the bicycle
mid-way through a journey without ending their trip. For an example of costs, Portland, Oregon charges users no
additional fee to park a bicycle at a station, a $2 fee to park a bike outside of a station but within the service area,
and a $20 fee to park a bicycle outside of the service area.
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System Size and Scope
The study team envisions a 20-station bike share program for the City of Fredericksburg, confined to a core service area of 3.5
square miles that includes Downtown, UMW, Mary Washington Hospital, and historic sites in nearby Stafford County (see
Figure 4 )
Users would have the option to lock a bicycle up anywhere within the core service area, with incentives in place to encourage
most trips to end at a bike share station. Users could have the option to ride bikes outside of the core area, but any trip that
ended outside the core area would incur a penalty charge that discourages users from leaving bicycles far away from an
existing station.
The system would have an average station density of six stations per square mile, which ensures that most destinations within
the service area are within a convenient walk to a bike share station. The 20 identified station locations were chosen based
on their proximity to potential destinations, access to existing or proposed bicycle infrastructure, and proximity to other
proposed station locations. These locations are intended to provide a general idea of where stations can be sited, and final
station locations will need to be determined by additional factors like public feedback and available right of way.
Some of the major highlights of the proposed station locations include the following characteristics:


Stations will be located approximately two blocks apart within Downtown, providing convenient access for
users to nearly all Downtown destinations.



Proposed locations are located along existing and proposed bicycle routes such as Sophia Street in
Downtown.



Station siting takes advantage of the existing trail network, providing access to the Virginia Central Railway
Trail, and Rappahannock River Heritage Trail.



Five stations serve the UMW campus and are proposed for major destinations on campus. Bike share can
facilitate trips between campus and the surrounding community, as well as trips within the campus.



Stations are located near tourist destinations outside of, but near downtown, such as Chatham Manor and
the Fredericksburg Battlefield Visitor Center.



A bike share station is proposed for Mary Washington Hospital.



Bike share stations are located at the transit center on U.S. Route 1, and the Fredericksburg Train Station, in
order to facilitate multi-modal connections.

Phasing
While the entire 20 envisioned stations do not have to be established at once, a larger system improves the chances for
success. Bike share ridership is in part driven by a network effect; systems attract more riders as they grow because more
stations means the system serves more destinations. At a minimum, it is not recommended to launch a system without
significant coverage of UMW’s campus and Downtown, the two major activity generators in the proposed bike share service
area. The study envisions bike share could be implemented in two phases. The first phase would encompass all 18 proposed
stations located in Fredericksburg. A second phase would expand the system across the river with two additional stations at
Falmouth and Chatham Manor. The second phase would coincide with future planned infrastructure improvements.
Currently the Chatham and Falmouth Bridges lack any bicycle accommodations. As part of future bridge improvements,
these spans are planned to include space for pedestrians and cyclists.
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What Bike Share Can Achieve for Fredericksburg
Launching a bike share system can be a significant investment, and ultimately feasibility is a determination of whether the
expected benefits of a system outweigh its costs. As discussed in Section 1.1, bike share offers a number of general benefits,
from enabling physical activity to being a tool to promote local spending and economic development. More specifically, the
proposed 20-station system can help Fredericksburg achieve certain strategic objectives:


Serve Student Population: The proposed bike share system could improve mobility for the more than 5,000 students
who attend the University of Mary Washington. The university actively encourages its student body to explore their
surrounding community. Bike share could allow students to more easily reach downtown. Bikes could also be used
to improve transportation within campus. While the campus is compact, its elongated shape means certain
destinations are far apart. The University actively encourages students to live car-free; Freshman who live on
campus, for example, cannot bring their own car to campus. Bike share would add transportation options for
students and encourage more to forgo having to maintain a car in Fredericksburg.



Relieve Parking Pressures in Downtown: Bike share can be a useful tool to reducing the parking pressures in
Downtown. According to a survey conducted as part of the 2015 Fredericksburg Economic Development Master
Plan, parking is the number one infrastructure shortcoming affecting the City’s competitiveness. While it likely will
not be a large number, some nearby residents who currently drive to downtown may choose instead to use bike
share, freeing additional space for visitors. More significant, bike share may be a useful tool to support downtown
travel. Visitors instead of driving to multiple downtown destinations, could park once and then utilize bike share.
While downtown suffers from the perception of a parking shortage, Fredericksburg’s parking issues are aptly
described as a mismatch between the location of parking and people’s destinations. For example, average weekday
occupancy at the Sophia and Wolf Street garage is only 55 percent, even as on street parking on nearby William
Street is in short supply. Visitors could grab a bicycle near their parking location, and then use it to bicycle through
downtown.



Improve Multi-Modal Access: Bike share is a tool to connect residents, employees, and visitors to public
transportation. The 2015 Fredericksburg Economic Development Master Plan identified the City’s rail access as one
of its leading economic advantages. However, the train station already suffers from inadequate parking and many
nearby destinations are beyond walking distance, although an easy bike ride away. Similarly, bike share could be
used to better connect the transit center on U.S. Route 1 to the University and Downtown.



Improve Job Access: The proposed core service area currently encompasses over 15,000 jobs, 20 percent of which
are held by employees younger than 30 years of age. Bike share could be a tool to support commuting, especially
from the City’s major employment centers of Downtown, UMW, and Mary Washington Hospital.

2.2.4 Program Cost
The cost of developing and operating a bike share program varies widely based on factors like organization structure,
technology type, and local labor costs. For this study, cost estimates were developed based on typical costs for a smart-bike
based system. Costs are divided into capital and operating. The capital budget covers any expenses for equipment, parts,
site planning, installation, and launch costs. The operating budget includes all day-to-day expenses, including
administration, marketing, and operating fees paid to the vendor or vendors. The financial figures here represent year of
expenditure dollars with an assumed inflation rate of 3 percent per year.
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Assumptions
Capital Cost Assumptions
Equipment Costs: The capital costs in this budget were developed assuming a smart-bike based bike share system utilizing
non-mechanical docks and a payment kiosk for walk-up users. These costs assume 20 stations costing $22,000 each and
featuring 12 docks and 6 bicycles each. Individual bicycles are expected to cost $1,400 each.
Installation: Capital costs also assume that every station will incur installation and site planning fees totaling $4,700 each.
Additionally, the model assumes a percentage of stations will require additional costs for bollards, acquisition of property
easements, and concrete pads. The total average installation and site planning cost is thus estimated at $5,750 per station.
Start-Up: The system will require start-up costs, including the procurement of equipment, vehicles, warehouse space, and
other miscellaneous start-up expenses. The plan estimates that these various start-up expenses will cost $725 per bicycle as
a one-time expense.
State of Good Repair: Finally, the cash flow model takes into account long-term state of good repair (SGR) costs. It is assumed
that all bicycles will be replaced between six to eight years after installation, and stations between eight and eleven years
from installation. Based on a 2 percent interest rate, long-term capital costs have been depreciated into an annual expense
to illustrate the future cost of equipment replacement.
Operating Cost Assumptions
Operating costs are based on an assumed cost of $150 per bicycle per month. Operating costs tend to vary considerably
across peer systems. The team’s cost assumptions are based on actual budget or projected operating costs per dock from 8
systems, ranging from $55 (NiceRide MN) to $107 per dock (Boulder B-cycle). In addition to operating costs, the model
assumes administrative costs of $35,000 a year (1/3 of a full-time equivalent employee) and marketing costs of $15,000 a year.
Marketing and administrative costs only reflect the cost directly borne by the supervising public agency; all day-to-day
management and operational costs are included in the per dock fee.
System Revenue Assumptions
Ridership: The ridership and thus user-fee operating revenue is projected by a dynamic model based on estimated ridership
rates by phase, time of year, and membership type (24-hour or annual, although other short-term membership options can
be offered). The basis of the ridership estimates were rates of trips per bicycles per day seen in peer systems with similar
characteristics to Fredericksburg such as being small cities, college towns, or commuter suburbs.
Table 4: Average Ridership Rates for Select Systems

System

Daily Trips per Bicycle

Mountain View (Bay Area Bike Share)

0.39

Tacoma Park, MD (Capital Bikeshare)
Greenville, SC (BCycle)

0.43
0.31

Topeka, KS (Topeka Metro Bike)
Spartanburg, SC (BCycle)

~1
0.16

Charlottesville, VA (UBike)

0.47

The model assumes that Fredericksburg will generate approximately an average of 0.4 trips per bicycle per day across the
year; during the peak months of April to October ridership could average 0.5 trips per bicycle per day, while during the
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remaining off-peak months ridership will likely decline to 0.25 trips per bicycle per day. As smaller systems see a much higher
proportion of casual users among their riders (i.e. riders who do not have a monthly or annual membership), the model
assumes that casual members will account for half of all trips during peak months and a quarter of trips during off peak
months.
User Revenue: The financial model assumes a membership-based fee structure for bike share similar to the majority of its
peers. Short-term memberships are estimated to bring in $8 per member, and annual memberships $85 per member.
Additional user fees are estimated based on typical overage fees realized within peer systems. While the financial model is
based on a traditional user fee structure, there are opportunities to innovate through adopting alternative fee structures. See
the discussion in Section 2.3.4 for more details.

Capital Costs
Implementing a 20-station system is anticipated to cost $661,000 over two phases. These costs include purchasing
equipment, site planning, site preparation, installation and miscellaneous start-up costs. The final capital costs are highly
sensitive to the type of technology and stations ultimately selected for the system. Many smart-bike systems do not have
payment kiosks for example. Since a kiosk can cost over $10,000 per unit, forgoing kiosks would result in major cost savings.
Table 5: Capital Costs for System Implementation

Phase 1

Phase 2

# of New Stations

18

2

# of New Bicycles

108

12

Equipment Purchases

$404,000

$46,000

Installation Costs & Startup

$199,000

$12,000

Sub-Total

$603,000

$58,000

State of Good Repair Costs
A second major source of program costs are state of good repair (SGR) expenses, including bicycle and station replacement.
While bike share equipment is very durable and designed specifically for heavy use, bicycles and stations eventually need to
be replaced. These costs can mount over time. If these future lifecycle costs are annualized, they would equal approximately
$56,000 a year for Phase 1 and $6,000 per year for Phase 2. In the first five years of the program, the only equipment
replacement costs are expected to be due to theft, vandalism or accidents. SGR costs are expected to peak around the
system’s tenth and eleventh year as a significant number of stations and bicycles reach replacement age (see Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Projected State of Good Repair Costs over 15 Years of Operations
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Operating Costs
The net operating costs for the bike share program are projected to average $230,000 per year after user revenue is deducted
from operating costs. Not all of these costs have to necessarily be borne directly by the bike share program. Many publicly
administered programs fold administrative and even marketing costs into their general budget.
As discussed later in the study, there are several strategies for filling the projected operating deficit, including sponsorships,
advertising, public funding, and grant funding. Very few bike share systems are completely self-sustaining from user fees
alone, and like all modes of public transportation will require additional funding support to cover their operating expenses.
Table 6: Annual Operating Costs and Ridership (1,000s)

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Annual Ridership (1,000s)

13

19

20

21

21

User Revenue

$47

$68

$75

$78

$86

Operating Revenue Subtotal

$47

$68

$75

$78

$86

Operations

$216

$245

$252

$260

$267

Administration

$35

$36

$37

$38

$39

Marketing

$16

$15

$16

$16

$17

Operating Cost Subtotal

$267

$296

$305

$314

$324

Cost Recovery Ratio

17%

23%

25%

25%

27%

Net Operating Cost

-$221

-$228

-$230

-$236

-$237

Note: For modelling purposes, Phase 2 is incorporated into Year 2 of the program.
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2.3

IMPLEMENTATION

Bike share programs in the US are operated and structured in various ways. Each community exploring bike share must define
its own model by considering the individual program strategic goals, financial constraints, and political realities. Several key
decisions have to be made before Fredericksburg can move forward with implementing bike share, most notably: ownership
and program governance structure, operating model, equipment procurement and technology, and funding model. The final
shape of the program will involve discussions with a broad group of stakeholders in government, the business community,
and non-profits. The following section provides more detail on the elements of a bike share business plan and highlights the
pros and cons of various business models. The section concludes with a discussion of next steps if the community decides
to move forward with a public bike sharing program.

2.3.1 Governance & Ownership
Overview
One of the first steps in developing a bike share program will be to determine a basic governance and ownership structure
for the bike share program. In general, the following functions are required to mobilize and operate a bike share system:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Obtain political, public, and other support.
Raise funds for initial capital and early operating costs.
Procure the equipment vendor and the operator.
Administer contracts with the equipment vendor and the operator.
Own and maintain the system and its assets.
Evaluate and expand the system.

These functions can be undertaken by one or more organizations. Existing U.S. bike share programs operate under different
business models depending on the jurisdiction’s funding environment, institutional capacity, and local transportation needs.
One of the key factors that is intrinsically tied with a program’s governance structure is who takes on ownership of the
program. In the United States, bike share systems fall broadly into three categories: public, non-profit, and privately-owned
systems. A publicly owned system may be owned by local government (e.g., city or county), a public agency (e.g., Metropolitan
Planning Organization, state agency), or an independent public authority (e.g., transit authority). A non-profit system can be
owned by an existing organization or a new non-profit can be established with the sole purpose of operating bike share.
Finally, For-Profit/Private systems can include both systems established independent of government support or through a
public solicitation for bike share.
With each model comes strengths and weaknesses (see Table 7), and the lines between these three types of programs are
sometimes ill-defined. Privately-owned bike share systems come in a variety of forms. Most privately-owned systems rely on
a franchise agreement with local governments, colleges/universities, or major property owners to operate. In lucrative
locations like New York City and San Francisco, privately-owned bike share systems can operate exclusively on revenue
generated from user fees, advertising, and sponsorships. Other privately-owned systems may rely on an outside subsidy but
continue to own all equipment. Bike share firm Zagster operates over 100 systems across the country using this “all-inclusive
model” where they lease equipment and manage operations in exchange for a negotiated fee.
A new generation of for-profit bike share systems are emerging that use station-less technology, mobile payment, and paired
back operations to deliver bike share that is solely funded by user revenue. Such systems may attempt operations without
being granted an exclusive franchise for bike share operations. Chinese firm Bluegogo recently courted controversy in San
Francisco after they announced plans to launch a bike share system in the city without prior approval to place bicycle
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equipment in the public right-of-way. It remains to be seen whether bike share systems following this model are financially
viable.
Non-profit bike share systems present the second model for system ownership. Many early bike share programs in North
America were established by non-profits, and non-profits are still prominently represented among new bike share programs.
Non-profit owned systems function like publicly-owned programs and often rely on some degree of public funding. These
systems are either operated by an existing non-profit entity, or a new non-profit is created for the exclusive purpose of
overseeing the bike share program.
Finally, many bike share systems, including most of the country’s larger programs, are publicly-owned. Public ownership is
especially common when the program depends on extensive public financial support. Under this model, the public entity
purchases the bike share equipment and either directly operates the system or hands over equipment to a private vendor for
operations.
Table 7: Ownership Structures Among Bike Share Programs
Funding
Sources
Strengths

Public

City, State and Federal
Funds; Bond Revenue;
Private Fundraising and
Sponsorship.
Allows for maximum public
control of program
outcomes.
Can take full advantage of
public funding.
Quick start-up as no new
organization must be
created.

Weaknesses

Administrative costs can be
absorbed by public entity.
Less nimble in procurement
and decision making.
Sensitive to changing
political support.

Examples

Public sector less
experienced in donor
development and
fundraising.
Capital Bikeshare
(Washington, DC and
suburbs)
Chattanooga Bicycle Transit
System (Chattanooga, TN)

Non-Profit

Private Fundraising and Sponsorships;
City, State, and Federal Grants.
Dedicated bike share organization more
nimble than public owner.
Can more easily attract private
donations.
Non-profits retain a degree of public
oversight through board representation
or informal relationships.

Extensive effort devoted to fundraising.
Without an existing non-profit, a new
organization must be created, requiring
additional time for startup and
additional program overhead costs.

Private

Private Fundraising and
Sponsorships; User revenue;
Franchise agreement (including
with public entity).
Minimizes public risk as no
public funding is used to
purchase bike share
equipment.
Requires the least amount of
public oversight as private
entity handles procurement
and operations.

Less public control over system
quality and station location.
Because of overriding financial
concerns, stations concentrated
in high-demand areas.
Limitations in use of public
funding.

Greenville B-cycle (Greenville SC)

CitiBike (New York)

Spartanburg B-cycle (Spartanburg, SC)

Zagster (Multiple Locations)

NiceRide MN (Minneapolis)
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Not all ownership models are feasible for a community the size of Fredericksburg. For the purposes of this study,
the following potential models are discussed in more detail:


Ownership by an existing non-profit with a presence in the community.



Establishing a new non-profit for the sole purpose of operating bike share.



Public ownership of the system.



Subsidizing a private operator to own and operate a bike share system.

Existing Non-Profit
Some smaller scale bike share programs are owned by existing non-profit organizations/institutions, such as BCycle in
Greenville SC and Spartanburg SC, or UBike in Charlottesville, VA. This ownership model is prevalent in communities where
there is an existing non-profit or anchor institution championing bike share. A suitable non-profit owner should exhibit the
following characteristics:


The non-profit should have a clear and sustained interest in overseeing a bike share program. Ownership of the
program is a long-term commitment and bike share should fit within the vision and mission of the organization. The
ideal non-profit does not necessarily need to be a bicycling-focused organization. For example, Upstate Forever, the
owner of Greenville B-cycle, is an environmental non-profit that saw bike share as an extension of its mission to
promote sustainability and healthy living in Greenville, SC. Likewise many universities may choose to launch a bike
share program in order to meet wider sustainability, transportation, or livability goals.



The organization should have capacity to administer the program. As will be detailed in the following section, many
system owners do not directly operate their bike share programs. However, regardless of the operating model, the
owner will need to oversee the program and sustain fundraising efforts over the long-term. Preferably the non-profit
should have the staff capacity to oversee the program, along with experience in program administration.



An ideal non-profit will have a suitable network of partners to support operations of the system. Partners, through
in-kind contributions and volunteer support, can play a role in lowering costs and sustaining operations. The
selected non-profit will have to work closely with the public sector in the siting and permitting process.

While managing a large bike share system may be infeasible for an existing non-profit with other mission areas, a system of
the size envisioned for Fredericksburg could reasonably be owned by an existing institution in the community.

New Non-Profit
Many communities, including Denver, Pittsburgh and Minneapolis, have elected to establish a new non-profit to oversee their
bike share programs. Funding for equipment typically comes to the non-profit in the form of public, private and philanthropic
sources. The Board of Directors of the non-profit often includes city, regional agency, sponsor and field experts such as legal
or accounting professionals who contribute in-kind services. A non-profit can be set up for regional expansion, and can either
undertake direct operations (for example, Minneapolis and Denver) or contract out operations (for example, Seattle).
Similarly, it could choose to contract out any other functions to a third party. Operational costs for a non-profit that
undertakes operations directly will typically be lower than one that relies on a private vendor for operations, but capacity
building can be a lengthy and difficult process.
Creating a new non-profit is a lengthy process and may not be the ideal option for a community like Fredericksburg. Because
of the proposed system’s small size, relying on a new organization to oversee the system may result in higher overhead costs.
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Moreover, in the initial discussions with stakeholders, no clear community champions have emerged that could help lead the
development of a new organization.

Public Ownership
Public ownership is a common ownership model in North America, and is the model used by nearby Capital Bikeshare. Bike
share programs can be owned by different public entities, from the local government (e.g., the City, County), to a suitable
regional or state agency. Public ownership has many of the same benefits of ownership by an existing non-profit. The owner
agency can absorb some or all of the administrative costs for the program, reducing the operating costs that must be
supported by the bike share program. Public ownership also allows for the greatest public control over the system, ensuring
that the system reflects the community’s wishes and vision for bike share. If the system depends on extensive public financial
support, a publicly owned system may be the most feasible as restrictions may limit another entity’s use of federal, state, and
local funding sources. The ideal public owner would have the following characteristics:


The owning agency should have a history of cooperation with the City of Fredericksburg and Stafford County
departments that will play a major role in implementing the program, such as public works and planning. Good
inter-governmental communication is necessary to ensure permitting and siting of stations runs smoothly.



The agency should have the expertise to oversee a program contract. Most publicly owned bike share programs in
operation in the United States use private vendors to handle day-to-day operations.



The owning agency should have an active presence in the City of Fredericksburg. Launching and operating a bike
share program will require close coordination with the public, and the owner should have a good understanding of
local conditions.



The owning agency should have the staff capacity to administer the program.

As the bike share system envisioned in this study includes stations in both Fredericksburg and Stafford Counties, the program
could conceivably have two public owners. Many multi-jurisdiction bike share programs have individual jurisdictions own
their share of the system while sharing a common operator.

Private Ownership
The final option for the region would be to contract with a private organization to manage, operate, and own all bike share
equipment. This option would require the least amount of organizational capacity to implement and would carry reduced
risk as no public or non-profit entity would be required to own extensive capital assets. Some key factors to consider with
this ownership model:
•

Under this model, the region could shut down its bike share program without being left with extensive capital assets
like bikes, stations, kiosks, and other equipment.

•

A bike share program in Fredericksburg will likely rely at least in part on some public monies for funding. As funding
for new capital is generally easier to obtain than operations funding, grantees may be incentivized to own their
equipment outright instead of having it provided through an operational contract with a private provider.

•

Relying on any vendor to provide bike share services is a big commitment. Under the private ownership model,
conducting the necessary due diligence is especially critical as the private vendor will own all the assets associated
with the program and any termination of contract will lead to a discontinuation of services. In comparison, if a public
or non-profit entity owns their own equipment, they could transfer an operations contract to another vendor with
minimal disruptions.
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•

Even though the private vendor would handle day-to-day management of the program, a public partner like FAMPO
or the City of Fredericksburg needs to be committed to closely oversee the contract to ensure all terms are being
met and the system is performing to expectations. Contracting with a vendor without suitable internal oversight of
the program could lead to deteriorating performance and system failure.

Determining an Ownership and Governance Model
In implementing bike share, the Fredericksburg region faces many options for ownership and program
governance. To arrive at a final governance model, the following steps must be taken:
Create a Working Group of Stakeholders:
The first step in determining an ownership and governance structure is to bring together the parties with a stake in realizing
bike share. This group will include key government players like the City of Fredericksburg, Stafford County, and GWRC. It
should also include institutional and non-profit partners like the University of Mary Washington and Fredericksburg Main
Street. This organizational structure will provide leadership throughout implementation and help guide the process through
key decisions.
Select Lead Champion to Oversee Implementation
An agency, person or other organization must take responsibility for determining system management and
ownership. This organization must hold individual and group meetings to educate potential managing bodies and
find the right “home” for the Fredericksburg bike share system. Following are some key discussion points that
should be highlighted during these meetings:
1. Does managing a bike share system align with the key goals of your organization?
2. Does your organization have similar programs that would help to bring some expertise into the procurement,
contracting and management of a bike share system?
3. Are there functions of your organization that could be leveraged to assist in bike share implementation, such as site
planning and/or marketing?
4. Does your organization have the interest and current capacity, or are you willing to create the capacity, to manage
the bike share system?
5. Are your attorneys comfortable that your organization’s current insurance will cover any potential risks associated
with managing a bike share system, and if not, are you willing to acquire additional insurance to protect from such
risks?
6. From a public perspective, is your organization interested in being the public face of bike share, and taking credit
for its successes, and responsibility for its challenges?
It is possible that some organization may be interested in helping form a non-profit, or being a funding partner,
but may not have interest in full management. This organization could be an early-stage “home” for a non-profit
before it becomes completely independent.
Determine Basic Business Model
The final ownership and governance model will depend on the business model for bike share moving forward. The
stakeholder team at this stage will need to determine the following:
1.

What are the key funding sources to be used for bike share, and do these sources carry any restrictions that would
preclude a particular ownership model?
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2.

Is there a desire to directly operate the bike share system instead of relying on a vendor (see discussion in Section
2.3.2)? Directly operating the bike share program would provide more control over costs and service quality, but will
require a strong partner to take on that role.

3.

If the decision is made to forgo direct operations, what kind of vendor operated program would the stakeholder
group want to pursue? Is it preferable that the bike share equipment be owned by a public or non-profit entity and
handed over to a vendor operator, or would stakeholders prefer to select a vendor that provides and operates
equipment as one package? A procurement process could be structured to allow bids from vendors utilizing either
business model to allow for a more thorough evaluation of the costs and benefits of directly owning bike share
equipment.

Determine Final Governance Structure
After a business model is devised, the stakeholder group should have a clear idea of the requirements associated with bike
share system governance and oversight. Funding restrictions and the preferred ownership model will narrow the potential
paths forward to establishing a bike share system. Often the champion organization responsible for guiding implementation
will take on a formalized oversight and ownership role once the system is established. However, sometimes it is necessary to
transition oversight of bike share to another organization. For example, if Fredericksburg decides to purchase its own bike
share equipment, the existing champion organization may not be capable of owning those assets.
As the proposed bike share system includes operations in two jurisdictions and a University campus, ultimately ownership
and oversight of bike share could be split across multiple organizations. Many bike share systems (e.g., Capital Bikeshare,
Hubway) operate with one vendor across multiple jurisdiction, with each jurisdiction responsible for its own oversight,
procurement, and contracting of their share of the system. System-wide issues are usually handled in such cases through
regular coordination meetings between the individual jurisdiction and operating vendor. A multi-jurisdiction system will also
have to agree on terms for revenue and cost sharing.

2.3.2 Operations
There are two common operating structures for bike share (Table 8). Several North American bike share systems are directly
operated, meaning that the system owner also operates the system. Directly operated systems are most common among
non-profit owned systems like NiceRide in Minnesota, and for-profit systems like CitiBike in New York. While direct operations
allow the owner the greatest degree of control and potentially lower operating costs, direct operations require system owners
to develop extensive expertise in bike share operations.
An alternative is to outsource operations to a third-party vendor. The responsibility of the vendor can vary, but they typically
include most of the day-to-day operating functions like maintenance, rebalancing of bicycles, and customer service. The
benefit of contracted operations is that system owners with no prior bike share experience can quickly launch a system.
Vendors help reduce the risk of rolling out a bike share system by bringing operating expertise to the program. They also
typically carry the necessary liability insurance needed to operate a bike share program.
As with many aspects of business models for bike share, not all systems fall neatly within these two operating structures. For
example, a system may contract out only limited operating functions like maintenance, or it can be directly operated by the
system owner and have a bike share vendor support start-up. Many bike share equipment providers can provide the IT
platform (websites, apps, payment system) to a system regardless of who operates the program.
As bike share is a quickly evolving industry, operating structures continue to evolve as well. The ideal operating model for
Fredericksburg will depend on the selected owner of the system. If the organization leading the bike share program has the
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proper capacity and expertise to run the system, direct operations may be feasible. Otherwise relying on a vendor may be
the best option for moving forward with bike share.
Table 8: Direct Operations vs. Contracted Operations
Model
Directly
Operated

Contracted
Operations

Pros

Cons

Provides the system owner greater
control over system costs and delivery
of bike share to the market.

Significantly increases the
operational burden of bike share
on the system owner.

Model can result in the lowest
operating costs.

Requires that the operating entity
have a degree of bike share
expertise.
Owner removed from daily
operations of the bike share
system.

Reduces the risk borne by the system
owner.
Allows systems to rely on the expertise
of vendors with nation-wide experience.
Minimizes owner staffing needs.

Potential for higher costs because
vendor profits account for a
portion of operating costs.

Examples
NiceRide, MN
Spartanburg BCycle*
UBike (Charlottesville)*
Chattanooga Bicycle
Transit System
Hubway (Boston)

Insurance requirements and liability can
be transferred to vendor.

Note: Spartanburg and UBike contract out to a local bike shop for maintenance

Operating Vendor Contracting
In procuring a vendor, the system owner must strike a balance in the request for proposals (RFP) stage between providing
lengthy requirements and allowing vendors the flexibility to propose innovations that may ultimately lower costs and
streamline operations. As companies continue to innovate, RFP guidelines written today could become out of date in the
near future. The following are some guidelines for the procurement process. This list is not intended to be an exhaustive
inventory of what an RFP should include, but instead highlights some key areas.
Vendor Responsibilities
In procuring vendor services, an RFP must require vendors to propose in detail what services they intend to provide, along
with relevant qualifications. Some of the required functions a vendor should offer include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All functions associated with daily operations, such as field inspections, rebalancing of bicycles,
performance tracking, and crisis management.
Maintenance and support for all equipment.
Management of back-end systems such as IT and payment platform.
Development and maintenance of a website.
Customer support call-center.
Liability insurance coverage for program.
Equipment installation.
Design and printing of maps, brochures, and marketing material.
The owner may request that the vendor include on its team someone with sponsorship development
capability.
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The RFP should permit vendors to suggest additional services beyond the ones listed above. Vendors should also be free to
subcontract specific functions. Peer bike share systems recommend using the RFP process to push the technical envelope
and explore unique solutions for the jurisdiction; once a vendor is selected, the owner will have less leverage to negotiate
new technical solutions or features. 16
Contract Length
Peer systems prefer short-term contracts with a vendor, usually lasting 12 months, with options for renewal. Short-term
contracts are preferred because they encourage vendors to be responsive to the owner’s needs. If the contracting structure
turns out to be ineffective, the owner can rewrite the contract with additional requirements after the initial contract expires.
Many contracts feature limits on year-over-year cost increases if renewal options are executed. 17
It is important to note that short-term contracts are not always feasible. In cases where the vendor is making a major capital
investment in the program, they will be looking for a contract that provides more stability.
Service Metrics
Vendor contracts should include service metrics that contractors are responsible for maintaining. Metrics allow the bike share
administrator to ensure vendors are providing the necessary level of service. Common service guidelines include:








Rebalancing requirements: Rebalancing of bicycles to ensure a supply of bicycles are available across
the system. For example, Capital Bikeshare sets a service standard that no station may remain full or empty
for more than 3 hours between 6am and midnight. Staff may fill or empty stations late at night, however,
in anticipation of rush hour demand. Other systems set less strict standards such as 12 hours. Less
stringent rebalancing standards may lower the cost of operations.
Fleet Deployment: A percentage of the system’s fleet will be out of service at any one time. Deployment
standards provide guidelines for what proportion of the fleet must be in active operations. Requirements
may be reduced in the winter due to lower demand and fleet management strategies.
Inspection and Maintenance: Contracts should stipulate how often bicycles are inspected. Operators
should have standards for how often a station is visited each month by field inspectors, as well as how
often bicycles are inspected and maintained. Capital Bikeshare requires that bicycles be inspected and
maintained at least every 30 days. Maintenance schedules may vary depending on the intensity of use in
the program.
Customer Service Standards: Contracts should stipulate quality of service standards including call center
wait times and customer service satisfaction ratings. Standards may stipulate that telephone operators are
available in more than one language.

Recommended Reporting Requirements
A contract with the system operator will stipulate what data will be provided to the bike share system management monthly.
The program owner can also require the vendor to provide more detailed reports on a quarterly and/or annual basis.
Common measures provided by program operators include:



16
17

Membership
o Annual Members (New, Expired, and Renewed)
o Casual Members
o Member residency information
Ridership and Usage

Discussion from the Planning for New and Expanding Bike Share Systems APA Workshop, June 2014
ibid
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o Daily ridership (by member type)
o System-wide or total ridership (by member type)
o Station-level ridership (origin and termination) (by member type)
o Ridership by day (preferably with average daily temperatures reported)
o Trips per bicycle
Operations and Maintenance
o Rebalancing activity
o Instances (and length of time) of full and empty stations
o Any service disruptions or suspensions
o Number of bicycles in fleet and in service
o Crash summary
o Bicycle and station repairs
o Theft and vandalism

Within these data topics, the vendor may propose, or the bike share administrative staff can dictate, many more specific
desired measures. This raw data can be used by the system’s administrative staff to run several more complex analyses to be
included in a system evaluation or to help inform future decision making. Some of this data may also be made available to
the public for their use using an online dashboard.

2.3.3 Technology and Procurement
Bike share technology is rapidly changing as new companies continue to enter the North American bike share equipment
market. Most early adopters of bike share have utilized “station-based” systems, including solar powered stations with
automated docks that secure bicycles. Users can typically track bicycle availability over a smart phone or online, and access
bicycles through a payment device 18 or at a station kiosk. These systems have proven successful because of their durability
and theft deterring design. The major downside of many dock based bike share systems is that they are expensive to purchase
and install.
An alternative to station based systems are smart-bike systems that utilize no docks or simplified docks. These systems
feature smart bikes with built-in locking and communication equipment. Smart bike systems benefit from lower capital costs,
simplified station site planning and installation, and allow operators to more easily move equipment around. These systems
have become much more prevalent in the last few years and are increasingly the more common solution for smaller bike
share systems.
It is recommended that the procurement process be as open as possible, to allow for companies with different technology
types to respond and show how their systems can meet the program’s needs. Because of the rapid evolution in the
marketplace, the system owner should be flexible in evaluating and selecting from a wide range of manufacturers and
systems. Based on the recommendations of this study, as well as discussions with stakeholders, the preferred equipment
should feature the following:


Durable design that can withstand heavy usage.



Robust locking mechanism that allows bicycles to be locked at regular bicycle racks.



Option to lock up a bicycle during a rental without ending the trip.



Ability to pair stations with a payment kiosk. Kiosks will make it easier for walk-up customers to access the system
and do not have to be located at every station.

18
Most often riders can access the system through an RFID-enabled membership fob/card but other technologies are available such as system access over the phone or through
a NFC enabled devise.
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Simple user interface at kiosks, on the web, and on smart phones.



Easily replaceable parts and components.



Clear track record of successful deployment in other communities.

Procurement
Today most bike share systems are closed proprietary systems that provide little flexibility to incorporate bicycles, IT systems,
or other equipment from third-party vendors. While proprietary systems are unavoidable to some degree in the bike share
marketplace, Fredericksburg should encourage in the RFP process bike share technology that allows for future compatibility
with third-party equipment. For example, the docking systems could be designed to be compatible with another company’s
bicycles. Furthermore, Fredericksburg could consider encouraging the vendor to offer IT systems that are flexible enough to
allow a replacement back-end software to be installed. The fewer equipment restrictions and proprietary systems used, the
less reliance there will be on a single vendor. It is unlikely that such compatibility will be immediately available, but may be
on a company’s longer-term development plan.
Fredericksburg should also consider decoupling vendor operations from the bike share equipment vendor. While equipment
and vendor services may be procured together under one contract, the program owner should carefully consider the
implications of entering a contract that stipulates that the equipment vendor has an exclusive agreement with a particular
operator. Should an operating vendor prove to be performing unsatisfactorily, the program owner will need the maximum
flexibility to select a new company to operate the system without impacting equipment procurement, maintenance, or
operations. A structure that decouples equipment and operations, however, can introduce additional complexities and more
administrative management.

2.3.4 Funding
Bike share programs rely on a diverse range of funding sources to support both capital and operating expenses. A bike share
system in Fredericksburg most likely cannot rely solely on user revenue to support operations and capital. Instead the
program will require diverse funding sources that may include private contributions, advertising revenue, sponsorship
agreements, and public funds.

Fee Structure
Most bike share systems in North America utilize a subscription model of pricing, where users purchase memberships that
are valid for periods of time ranging from one day to one year. Once a membership is purchased, a user is afforded an
unlimited number of trips at no extra cost as long as the trip is below a certain duration, typically between 30 to 60 minutes.
Once that timeframe has concluded, riders incur usage overage charges. The benefit of this model is that it encourages a
quick turnover of bicycles and ensures that bicycles are available for the largest number of users each day. This pricing
structure also benefits regular users, as annual members become familiar with how the system works and are therefore less
likely to take lengthy trips that incur additional usage fees.
There are a number of new pricing innovations in bike share. One possible pricing structure is to charge users a price per trip
(either as a flat per trip price or per minute) instead of a subscription. Another is to allow subscribers a certain allotted number
of free riding minutes each day that can be spread over multiple trips, instead of allowing unlimited trips under a certain
length; this can be especially attractive if smart bike technology is selected for the program as the user may be able to lock
the bicycle somewhere without a station while the “clock is still ticking.” Finally, to better moderate the distribution of bicycles
throughout the system, variable pricing could be implemented to encourage riders to take trips against the peak flow or even
uphill. Some bike share systems provide credits to users who return bicycles to high demand locations.
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Programs have also experimented with moving away from annual memberships to monthly memberships. People are
accustomed to making transportation decisions on a monthly basis, from monthly car lease payments to monthly transit
passes. A high one-time annual fee may be a barrier to entry, but users may be willing to pay the same or more annually for
a bike share membership if billed monthly.
Table 9: Pricing Structure of Sample North American Bike Share Systems
Capital Bikeshare

Greenville
B-cycle

Spartanburg
B-cycle

Bay Bikes (San
Mateo, CA)

UBike
(Charlottesville)

Annual
Membership

$85

$60

$30

N/A

$80

Short Term
Memberships

$8 for 24-hour and
$17 for 3-day

$5 for 24-hour and
$15 weekly

$3 for 30 minutes;
$5 for 24-hours

$5 per hour

$3 per hour

Other
Memberships

$28 for 30-day; $2
for single trip

$15 for 30-day; $20
for student annual;
$3 for 30 minutes.

$15 per month

$15 per month;
special $30 per
semester
membership for
students and staff.

No-Fee Period

First 30 minutes of a
trip

First 60 minutes of a
trip

First 60 minutes

60 minutes per day

First 60 minutes

Overage Fee
Structure

Fees escalate each
additional hour
from $1.50 to $94.00

$4 per each
additional half hour

$1 per hour

$5 per additional
hour

$1 per hour

Additional Pricing Options
Fredericksburg may also consider developing special subscription options to target particular user markets:


Student Passes: UMW is expected to be one of the main generators of bike share trips in the system. The bike share
program could negotiate with the University for reduced or complimentary passes for students.



Corporate Pass Program: The program should strive to sell discounted bulk passes to major employers. A strong
corporate pass program will ensure a stable source of revenue and potentially grow the user base of bike share
riders.



Developer / Housing Association Partnerships: The bike share program should explore partnering with local
developers to provide new residents discounted or complimentary passes. Such a program could be billed both as
a residential amenity and a way to farther promote bike share among residents.

Public Funding
Local, state, and federal funds are all important sources of funding for bike share. Like all modes of public transportation,
bike share usually relies on public support for operations and/or capital funds. Communities choose to subsidize bike share
for various economic, mobility, and public health benefits.
Because of limitations on using federal funds for ongoing operations, state and local funding is more commonly used to
cover operating expenses. Federal funding for bike share typically comes from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
and the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) and is used to cover capital expenses; many systems have relied on Congestion
Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) funding. Different restrictions apply depending on which federal agency funds are sourced
from. For example, FTA funds may only be used for docks and other equipment but not for the bicycles themselves. Moreover,
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bike share projects are only eligible for FTA funds if they have a de-facto relationship to transit within three miles. FHWA funds
have fewer restrictions and grant revenue can be used to purchase bicycles as well as other equipment. 19
Additional restrictions may also apply. The FHWA and FTA funds are subject to Buy America regulations, which ensure that
transportation projects are built with American-made products. Capital equipment funded through FHWA Buy America
requirements stipulate that the product must be produced with at least 90 percent domestically made steel or iron content.
The FTA Buy America restrictions go even further and require each end product and its components be assembled in the
United States.
Compared to capital funding, there are few public sources of operating funding. Some bike share systems rely on general
fund revenue from their local jurisdiction to fund bike share. In Northern Virginia, the Northern Virginia Transportation
Commission (NVTC) has helped fund bike share as part of multimodal investments along the I-66 Inside the Beltway corridor.

Private Funding
Private funds can include a range of sources such as advertising, sponsorship agreements, and charitable donations.
Sponsorship agreements have the potential to be a major funding component for the system. As bike share is a relatively new
mode of transportation, no best practice has been established for valuing and securing sponsorships. To date, every system
has developed a distinctive sponsorship strategy, from large commercial title sponsorship agreements to funding
arrangements with non-profit partners.
Title and Presenting Sponsorship
Exclusive title sponsorship is a valuable, but rare, type of sponsorship revenue source. The sponsorship contract should last
for multiple years, capturing the full value of brand exposure at program launch and over time. A title sponsor will likely
require a certain degree of branding exclusivity, with stations and bicycles featuring a company logo or color scheme.
A title sponsor may agree to allow other sponsors on a limited basis. In New York City, although Citibank is the overall system
sponsor, MasterCard contributes sponsorship funds to be the official payment partner, and station payment consoles all
feature the MasterCard logo.
Companies may also be attracted to title sponsorships as a philanthropic investment in their community, or to increase brand
exposure in the market. Early bike share systems approached sponsorships from a largely philanthropic perspective and this
still represents a key source of funding for many bike share programs.
As mentioned above, however, title sponsorships are rare. A more common and more likely scenario for Fredericksburg is a
presenting sponsor. In these systems, branding is already developed, e.g., the bright colored bicycles and the name Nice Ride
Minnesota in Minneapolis. A single sponsor (such as in Minneapolis or Boston) or multiple sponsors (such as in Montreal)
purchase the right for system-wide logo placement, typically on all bicycle fenders or at all stations, and may negotiate for
other sponsorship elements. In Minneapolis, Charlotte and Chicago, Blue Cross Blue Shield has their logo and colors on every
bike fender as well as placement on the program website and other media. Other sponsorship opportunities are available to
other organizations and bike and station sponsors can augment larger presenting sponsors.
The success of sponsorship agreements around the country suggest that sponsorships are much more lucrative when sold
as a marketing and brand exposure tool than simply a philanthropic investment in the community. Fredericksburg may have
to look beyond the largest local employers to find organizations with both the means to support a major sponsorship and
19
Frequently asked Questions and Answers concerning Bike Sharing Relative to the United States Department of Transportation available online at:
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bicycle_pedestrian/funding/faq_bikeshare.cfm, as of May 13, 2014.
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enough interest in building brand awareness in the community. The healthcare industry is a potential target for sponsorships
as health expenditures and marketing are largely local; health insurance companies are the most common corporate
sponsors among bike share systems.
Table 10: Example Sponsorship Agreements
Organization

Value

Extent

Greenville B-Cycle & Greenville Health System
(Greenvile, SC)

$60,000 per year

6 stations

Spartanburg B-Cycle (multiple philanthropic
partners

$455,000 in capital support

4 stations

$12.5 million total over 5 years

300 stations

$20,000 to $30,000 per agreement for a total
of $603,000 in 2012

82 stations in system. Sponsorship
for bicycles

$5 million over 5 years

Serves the city’s three major
league stadiums
Exclusive advertising deal with
Apple Inc.

Bike Share Systems

Divvy & Blue Cross Blue Shield of Illinois
(Chicago)
Denver B-Cyle (Multiple Partners)
Transit Sponsors
SEPTA AT&T Station (Philadelphia)
CTA North/Clybourne Street Station (Chicago)

$3.9 million over 10 years

Sport Sponsorships
Criswell Automotive Field at Kelly Park
(Gaithersburg, MD)

$140,000 over 5 years 20

Station or Bicycle Sponsorship
Station sponsorships are another very common type of sponsorship agreement. With a station sponsorship, an organization
may agree to fund the capital costs and/or operating costs of a new bike share location. Before selling station sponsorships,
the system owner should specify the exact assets to which a station sponsor will have rights. To date, most exposure for
station sponsorship is limited to the map panel of the station so it does not clash with the title sponsor branding. Some
systems, instead of providing station sponsorships, allow organizations to sponsor bicycles.

20
Carignan, Sylvia Criswell Automotive sponsorship deal funds Kelley Park ballfield improvements. Gazette.net
http://www.gazette.net/article/20130614/NEWS/130619387/1080/criswell-automotive-sponsorship-deal-funds-kelley-park-ballfield&template=gazette
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Figure 10: Example of Station Sponsor Branding at Harvard University

Source: news.harvard.edu

Advertising
Advertising revenue varies greatly depending on the community. Outdoor advertisers typically price advertising space based
on a number of factors such as traffic counts, the visibility of the location, and the demographic profile of the surrounding
community. The most valuable ad space is on bike share stations and kiosks, and selling such space may require an
exemption or changes to existing off-premise advertising restrictions in the City. While less lucrative, selling advertising space
on the bicycles itself would likely comply with any existing advertising restrictions.

2.3.5 Next Steps
Developing a bike share program takes time, and this study represents just the first step of the process. The following list
outlines some of the initial steps needed to move forward with bike share.


Achieve Buy-In: The most critical next step is to achieve buy-in by key stakeholders in the region. Regardless of who
owns or operates the systems, the City of Fredericksburg and University of Mary Washington will be important
players in the bike share program. Without their cooperation, a bike share program as envisioned in this study will
not be feasible.



Create a Stakeholder Working Group: Bike share will require cooperation with a range of public, non-profit, and
private partners. Identify key decision makers early and create a stakeholder group that can help guide the
implementation process.



Select a Lead Champion: Identify the organization responsible for leading implementation. Preferably this will be
the same organization that will oversee the program once it is launched.



Conduct Public Outreach: Public engagement is important for a variety of reasons. It provides the community an
opportunity to voice whether bike share fits within their mobility needs. Public engagement can also build
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excitement for bike share and bring additional community partners on board. Finally, public outreach can educate
members of the public on bike share and its benefits.


Begin to Identify Funding: The funding sources used for bike share will help determine the program’s final
governance, ownership, and operating structure. While acquiring all the necessary funding for the program will take
time, identifying initial seed money can help steer a bike share program toward procurement.
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3. Bicycle & Pedestrian Infrastructure Plan
3.1

BACKGROUND/INTRODUCTION

3.1.1 Purpose of Plan
The success of a bike share system in Fredericksburg is contingent upon whether residents and visitors feel safe biking and
walking throughout the city in a variety of different contexts. Only when Fredericksburg is regarded as “bicycle and pedestrian
friendly” will the public be willing to replace car trips with walking and biking instead. The City can create this conducive
environment by strategically investing and expanding bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure where it makes sense to do so.
This report builds on previous planning work around the issue of bicycle and pedestrian transportation within
Fredericksburg. A gap analysis was conducted to identify significant breaks in the City’s existing pedestrian and bicycle
infrastructure that act as impediments to a wider adoption of active transportation. Finally, this study makes a set of
recommendations for bicycle and pedestrian treatments which will close gaps, expand access, and allow cycling and walking
in previously car-dependent neighborhoods. This plan is a resource to help identify where changes can be made that are
both cost-effective and impactful to creating a bicycle and pedestrian friendly city.

3.1.2 Existing Studies/ Recommendations
The City and region have been interested in expanding their active transportation network for some time. In January 2006
the City of Fredericksburg released “Fredericksburg Pathways”, an update of its 1996 bicycle and pedestrian master plan
intended to help guide the creation of a multimodal transportation system within the city.
In July 2007, the City published a Comprehensive Plan with a Transportation Analysis Appendix which affirmed the expansion
of bicycle and pedestrian facilities laid out in the “Fredericksburg Pathways” plan. This Comprehensive Plan was updated in
2015 and contains a section on active transportation, focusing primarily on shared-use paths outside of the downtown core.
In October 2009, FAMPO looked more closely at Lafayette Boulevard in the Lafayette Boulevard Multimodal Corridor Study.
This study recommended upgrades to the section of Lafayette Boulevard between Downtown and US-1 which would make
that roadway easier and safer to use for all modes, including biking and walking. This work has been enhanced by an ongoing study focused on the intersection of Lafayette Boulevard and Kenmore Avenue, which includes creating a bicycle route
from the VCR Trail to Sophia Street.
In April 2013, the George Washington Regional Commission and the Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organization
created a regional bicycle and pedestrian plan as part of the 2040 Long Range Transportation Plan. This document builds
upon the work done in previous years to create a comprehensive vision for biking and walking within the George Washington
Region. It outlines the need for a more comprehensive active transportation network, especially within the historic downtown
core. It also calls for the expansion of the shared-use path network west of US-1. The Fall Hill Avenue Trail and VCR Trail were
both included in this document and recently completed. The 2040 Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan does not, however, mention
the possibility of creating a bike share system in Fredericksburg.

3.2

GAP ANALYSIS

The City of Fredericksburg has a compact and walkable downtown that is ideal for getting around by bicycle or on foot.
Pedestrian and bicycle transportation is challenged however by gaps in infrastructure. Fredericksburg has made a number
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of major investments in multi-use trails, but these new facilities are largely located on the City’s periphery. On-street bicycle
lanes are non-existent, and the lack of wayfinding for cyclists makes it a challenge for new riders to navigate between trails
and downtown destinations. Pedestrians outside the historic core of the city face a number of challenges, from fewer
sidewalks to intersections designed solely for automobiles. Many newer neighborhoods have only a handful of streets that
connect to surrounding neighborhoods, forcing pedestrians to take round-about paths to walk between two nearby
destinations. The gap analysis is intended to identify key corridors for improvement; specific infrastructure recommendations
to address these gaps will be included later in this document. To help identify gaps, a bicycle and pedestrian demand analysis
was conducted, along with an examination of bicycle level of stress, the existing pedestrian network, and crash data.

3.2.1 Existing Pedestrian and Bicycle Infrastructure
The City of Fredericksburg has a growing network of multi-use trails, all of which are located outside the downtown core of
the city (see Figure 11). The Rappahannock Heritage Trail, Virginia Central Railway (VCR) Trail, and Rappahannock Canal Path
largely run through natural settings. Newer shared-use paths such as the Fall Hill Avenue Trail and Cowan Boulevard Trail are
built alongside busy arterial roads. These road-adjacent trails have a few drawbacks compared to fully independent trails like
the VCR, including their proximity to fast moving traffic and frequent crossings with intersecting streets and driveways.
Fredericksburg features two natural surface walking trails: The Smith Run Trail and Alum Spring Park Trail. Unlike the paved
multi-use path, these paths feature meandering courses and unpaved surfaces that make them unsuitable for bicycles. These
trails should be viewed as leisure amenities instead of part of the cycling network of the City. Other than the two officially
designated natural walking trails, there are other unpaved trail connections in the City that don’t appear within city data,
notably the short “Blue Trail” which links the Idlewild neighborhood to the VCR Trail.
There are several trails near the City, in Spotsylvania and Stafford Counties. The Belmont-Ferry Farm trail runs between
Falmouth and Chatham Heights, serving riverfront destinations such as the historic Chatham Manor. When fully built, it will
connect to the bicycle lanes along Deacon/Cool Spring Roads. The Celebrate Virginia Path, and a segment of the VCR Trail in
Spotsylvania County are located more than two miles from the City boundary.
Bicyclists can also utilize the city’s road network. In the heart of historic Fredericksburg there is a dense grid of streets. In
more suburban parts of the city, especially neighborhoods west of US-1, there is much less road connectivity between
neighborhoods. These latter conditions pose a challenge for cyclists as long detours are required to access destinations that
may have a very short straight-line distance.
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Figure 11: Existing Bicycle Infrastructure

The availability and quality of pedestrian facilities varies considerably across the City of Fredericksburg. The historic core of
the city has an excellent network of sidewalks. Pedestrians have easy access to every corner of Downtown. According to the
city’s pedestrian sidewalk inventory, less than five percent of sidewalks are rated below a satisfactory condition. While
significant progress has been made in addressing pedestrian safety, the main issue with Downtown’s pedestrian network is
many intersections still need crosswalks, signage, and crossing signals.
Outside of Downtown, pedestrian conditions are also mixed. Newer neighborhoods have internal sidewalk networks, but
older neighborhoods and long stretches of Lafayette Boulevard, US-1, Route 3, and Plank Road lack any sidewalks, resulting
in significant breaks in the pedestrian network. In much of the area west of US-1 it is nearly impossible to walk safely between
adjacent neighborhoods because the sidewalk network is incomplete. Figure 12 highlights the impact of poor pedestrian
links between adjacent neighborhoods; a resident of Downman Place in Idlewild would have to walk 1.6 miles to reach their
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neighbor on adjacent Hunt Lane because of the lack of inter-neighborhood connections. Such poor connectivity discourages
walking.
Figure 12: Example of a Disconnected Street Grid in Fredericksburg.
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Figure 13: Existing Pedestrian Network

3.2.2 Bicycle Level of Stress Analysis
A bicycle level of stress analysis is a method of rating linkages in the bicycle transportation network (i.e., roads and multi-use
paths) by how accessible they are to cyclists. Comfort level and risk tolerance for cycling vary widely among the public.
Studies show that the public can be broken into four categories based on risk-tolerance and comfort with cycling: strong and
fearless, enthused and confident, interested but concerned, and no-way/no-how. 21 The strong and fearless group represent
the small segment of the population that is willing to cycle in nearly any environment, including within fast-moving or
congested mixed-traffic. On the opposite end of the spectrum, the no-way/no-how group are unwilling to bicycle regardless
of the quality of infrastructure. The majority of the population falls into the” interested but concerned” category; these are
people who are interested in bicycling but have a low level of stress tolerance. This group may be willing to cycle in places

21
Jennifer Dill and Nathan McNeil, “Revisiting the Four Types of Cyclists: Findings from a National Survey,” Transportation Research Record: Journal of the Transportation
Research Board, forthcoming
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where they have limited or no interactions with automobiles. When improving bicycle infrastructure, the goal is to create an
environment that even the “interested but concerned” group will be willing to use.
The level of stress analysis rates each linkage on a scale from one to four, with four representing a very high stress
environment, and one representing a low-stress environment. The majority of the public would likely choose to bicycle on
linkages rated as a one. By rating each linkage, this study can begin to identify gaps in the transportation network that pose
barriers for bicycling in the City of Fredericksburg.

Methodology
The level of stress analysis utilizes a simple methodology to overcome limitations in roadway data. The variables included in
the analysis are: number of travel lanes, posted speed limit, average slope, and traffic volumes (along roadways were data is
available). The methodology starts by assigning a base level of stress score to a transportation link. Table 11 outlines the
rubric used to assign a score for a link based on speed, through lanes, and traffic volume. A link automatically receives a level
of stress of “1” if it is a dedicated bicycle path or a road that parallels a dedicated bicycle path. Finally, the base level of stress
is adjusted based on the average slope of a given roadway link (see Table 12).
Table 11: Scoring Rubric for Level of Stress of Street Segment

Mixed Traffic
Posted Speed (MPH)
<=25

# of Through Lanes

<=3000 AADT+*

3000-6000 AADT

>6000 AADT

1-3

1

2

3

>=6

4

4

4

4-5
1-3

30

4-5

>=6
1-3
4-5

>30

>=6
+Annual average daily traffic (AADT)
*or No AADT data available

3
2
4
4
4
4
4

3
3
4
4
4
4
4

3
3
4
4
4
4
4

Table 12: Level of Stress Adjustment Due to Average Slope

Avg. Slope

Additional Stress

3-5%

+1

0-3%
>5%

+0
+2

Level of Stress Analysis Results
Figure 14 shows the bicycle level of stress for all road and multi-use path links within the City of Fredericksburg. A level of
stress score of 1 highlights roads with suitable conditions for the “interested but concerned” group of cyclists. These roads
have slow traffic speeds and low volumes, making than conducive to bicycling in mixed traffic. A score of four equates to a
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road with the greatest level of stress; due to high speeds and large traffic volumes, only a small segment of the population
would be willing to bicycle along these links.
The low stress network within Fredericksburg is broken up by a handful of major roads that pose a barrier to cyclists. Major
roads such as Plank Road, US-1, Route 3, and Carl D. Silver Parkway, create barriers between clusters of low-stress linkages.
Within the historic core of Fredericksburg, there is a grid of streets that are conducive for cycling, however the main
commercial corridors of Downtown – Princess Anne, Caroline, William and Sophia Streets – have a moderate level of stress
due to higher traffic volumes. Because higher stress roadways provide key linkages between Downtown and surrounding
neighborhoods, bicyclists do not have a seamless network of low-stress streets to travel through the city.
Finally, critical linkages between the City of Fredericksburg and its surrounding counties have high stress levels. The Chatham
and Falmouth bridges, for example, have very narrow sidewalks in poor condition adjacent to high-volume traffic. These
conditions make it challenging to access regional assets such as the Belmont-Ferry Farm Trail in Stafford County or the
Spotsylvania County portion of the VCR Trail.
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Figure 14: Bicycle Level of Stress
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3.2.3 Bicycle and Pedestrian Propensity Analysis
Bicycle
A simple propensity analysis was conducted similar to the one conducted for bike share, to gauge overall demand for bicycle
infrastructure and assess the priority of the infrastructure recommendations outlined in later chapters of this study. The
propensity analysis examines population and employment density, density of existing bicycle commuters, number of bicycle
boardings on FRED, student population concentration, and low-income population concentration. Slope is applied as a
negative variable that decreases the propensity index score. All factors are normalized in the same method as the bike share
propensity analysis, with the variables assigned a score from zero to one and added together to achieve a final propensity
score.
Table 13: Bicycle Propensity Analysis Results
Weighting by
Measure

Measures
1.

Population density

1

2.

Employment density

1

3.

Density of hospitality and retail employment

1

4.

Density of bicycle commuters

1

5.

Density of bicycle boardings at bus stop

1

6.

Density of students enrolled in higher education

1

7.

Density of population with income below 150 percent of
the poverty line

1

8.

Elevation Change

-1

The propensity analysis shows the greatest concentration of bicycling demand to be in Downtown Fredericksburg, the
University of Mary Washington, and Cowan Boulevard / Mary Washington Hospital Area. These areas have the highest
population densities in the City, along with an existing base of bicycle commuters. See Figure 15 for the results of the
propensity analysis. Interestingly, the analysis shows a greater demand for bicycle infrastructure along parts of Route 1
compared to the UMW campus. There are a few possible reasons for this finding: census data reports travel mode only for
commutes and only at the location of residence. As students who cycle to campus are likely living off-campus, their travel
will not be recorded at the campus. Second, students may not have identified any mode for Census questions on commute
behavior.
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Figure 15: Bicycle Propensity Analysis

Pedestrian
The pedestrian propensity analysis examines population and employment density, density of existing pedestrian commuters,
student population concentration, and low-income population concentration. All factors are normalized in the same
method as the bike share propensity analysis, with the variables assigned a score from zero to one and added together to
achieve a final propensity score.
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Table 14: Pedestrian Propensity Analysis Results
Weighting by
Measure

Measures
1.

Population density

1

2.

Employment density

1

3.

Density of pedestrian commuters

1

4.

Density of students enrolled in higher education

1

5.

Density of population with income below 150 percent of
the poverty line

1

The results of this analysis (Figure 16) are nearly identical to the related bicycle propensity analysis (see Figure 15). The
greatest demand for pedestrian infrastructure is concentrated around downtown and the University of Mary Washington. A
large portion of the University’s student population walk to campus, including from residential developments on the western
side of US-1.
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Figure 16: Pedestrian Propensity Analysis

3.3

INFRASTRUCTURE RECOMMENDATIONS

3.3.1 Methodology/Background
The study team used the level of stress and propensity analyses to identify gaps in the City’s bicycle and pedestrian
infrastructure networks. In the case of the bicycle network, these gaps are located in places where there is physically no
roadway or trail connection between neighborhoods, or where a high level of roadway stress creates a barrier for cyclists.
Each gap could be addressed through a wide range of measures, from constructing new shared-use paths, to adding bicycle
lanes and wayfinding to existing roads.
The majority of gaps in the pedestrian network tended to be located west of US-1. Major arterials like US-1, Lafayette
Boulevard, and Plank Road lack sidewalks along portions of their length, effectively cutting off safe access for pedestrians.
Several major gaps exist between adjacent neighborhoods. Places like The Hills at Snowden, Altoona or Idlewild lack
connections to adjacent residential areas, resulting in driving as the only convenient mode between destinations that may
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be as little as a few hundred yards apart. Construction of a few short pedestrian linkages could significantly improve the walk
shed for important activity centers like the Mary Washington Hospital.
Beyond addressing the gaps in infrastructure, there are a few basic improvements that the City of Fredericksburg could
implement to improve the pedestrian experience in the City. Large arterials such as US-1 pose a major barrier for pedestrians.
Even in locations where sidewalks exist, the distance between pedestrian crossings can be a half a mile or greater. Crosswalks
themselves are often poorly marked and lack features like a pedestrian island that help break up very long crossing distances.
Similarly, new multi-use trails along Fall Hill and Cowan Boulevard feature numerous intersecting driveways and streets,
many of which lack a marked crosswalk or feature wide turn radiuses that encourage traffic to make fast turns. Simple
enhancements at these crossings like painted crosswalks, signage stating that pedestrians have priority at crossing, and the
avoidance of wide turn radiuses for new roads will improve the pedestrian experience.
After identifying infrastructure gaps in the existing bicycle and pedestrian networks, the study team analyzed conditions “on
the ground” and created a suite of alternatives to resolve each gap, thereby creating a comprehensive active transportation
network within Fredericksburg. These alternatives were developed based on existing conditions within the corridors,
including available right-of-way (ROW), on-street parking, traffic volumes, land use, and the results of the bicycle and
pedestrian propensity analyses. In some instances, only one solution was possible to address the infrastructure gap; in other
instances, multiple alternatives were developed. Approximate costs for each recommendation were also developed using an
average unit cost, developed from a sample of bike lane projects from across the country. 22 For example, the cost of a bike
lane project was estimated by multiplying the length of the recommended facility by the cost per foot. It is important to note
that these estimates are very approximate; actual costs will vary widely depending on the specific design elements needed
for each recommendation, the cost of labor, and other local factors. Cost assumptions were compared with estimates used
in previous FAMPO studies and adjusted as needed to reflect local conditions.
The study team presented this suite of alternatives to project stakeholders in a half-day workshop where participants
provided feedback and a preferred alternative was chosen for each gap. Additionally, the stakeholders and study team
developed a prioritization for each gap based on existing projects and plans, the average propensity score across the corridor,
implementation feasibility, the cost of implementation, and the expected positive impact to the active transportation
network.

3.3.2 Proposed Primary Bicycle Network
If all the proposed recommendations were to be adopted over time, the result would be a comprehensive and interconnected active transportation network that residents and visitors would be able to use to travel around Fredericksburg
without having to rely on an automobile (Figure 17).

22

Costs for Pedestrian and Bicyclist Infrastructure Improvements, Oct 2013, UNC Highway Safety Research Center
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Figure 17: Proposed Primary Bicycle Network

Fredericksburg currently enjoys a growing network of shared-use paths, primarily outside of the historic downtown. These
facilities abut downtown, but except for the VCR Trail, they do not actually allow cyclists to safely enter the historic core of
Fredericksburg. The infrastructure recommendations included in this report build on these existing facilities, by connecting
them to each other and extending them into downtown. The recommendations create a stronger grid of bicycle infrastructure
in the downtown area: two east-west corridors, and three north-south corridors. These facilities are evenly-spaced across the
downtown area, to allow pedestrians and cyclists to travel anywhere, and to do so comfortably and safely. On the other hand,
within Fredericksburg’s suburban neighborhoods, the recommendations are focused on supplementing the existing trail
network by creating three additional north-south shared-use paths and linking the network together through strategic
upgrades along Hospital Drive, the Blue Trail in Idlewild, and VCR Trail crossings.
Implementing the bicycle infrastructure improvements in this report would achieve many this study’s objectives:


Provide bicyclists a well-marked and safe route through Downtown Fredericksburg, including easy access to the
main commercial corridors of Downtown.
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Enhance bicycle access to the Fredericksburg train station.



Improve cycling connections between Downtown and surrounding neighborhoods.



Improve connections between neighborhoods on the periphery of the city that currently lack convenient
connections to one-another, including better connections to the University of Mary Washington.



Improve connections between Fredericksburg and adjacent historic sites and parks in Spotsylvania and Stafford
Counties.

These recommendations introduce on-street bicycle infrastructure to downtown, thereby making it possible to safely enjoy
historic Fredericksburg via bicycle. They also build upon the shared-use path network so that it connects residents in nearby
suburban neighborhoods as well. Finally, if the bike share system proposed in the first half of this document is to be
considered, at least a portion of these infrastructure recommendations should be implemented. Ideally, a successful bike
share system not only taps into existing demand; it helps to grow demand by introducing more people to cycling. Improving
bicycle infrastructure plays an important role in this process by making it both easier and safer to use a bike within and
around Fredericksburg.

3.3.3 Overview of Types of Bicycle and Pedestrian Infrastructure
A variety of possible bicycle facilities exist which, if implemented, would further the goal of making bicycling in Fredericksburg
more safe and enjoyable. These facilities vary widely in terms of the cost of construction, the relative impact to the active
transportation network, and the right-of-way (ROW) required to introduce these treatments. All of these factors were
considered by the study team when making recommendations. Furthermore, not all bicycle facilities are appropriate for every
corridor. High-cost interventions such as a two-way buffered cycle-track may not be warranted by a lesser-traveled corridor
in Fredericksburg. Realizing the bicycle network envisioned in this plan would establish Fredericksburg as a leader in bicycle
transportation among cities of its size.
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Table 15 lists the infrastructure operations considered for this study and Figure 18 shows a few examples from other
communities around the country.
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Table 15: Summary of Possible Infrastructure Recommendations
Type of
Improvement
Sharrow
Bike Lane

Cycle-Track

Shared-Use Path

Bicycle Boulevard

Crosswalk and
Pedestrian
Crossing Signals

Active Warning
Beacon

Description
On-street pavement marking indicates that vehicular
traffic should share travel lane with cyclists.
On-street ROW for cyclist travel; sometimes "buffered"
by an additional couple of inches of pavement marking;
typically one-way.
On-street ROW for cyclist travel; physically separated
from vehicular traffic by some sort of physical buffer
(e.g., parking lane, pylons, bollards, or plantings); can be
either one-way or two-way.
Off-street ROW for cyclist and pedestrian travel; can be
either one-way or two-way; Fredericksburg has many
shared-use paths, including those immediately adjacent
to vehicular traffic and the VCR Trail, which is completely
separated from vehicular traffic.
On-street bicycle route that is designated as a priority
bicycle route. Bicycle boulevards usually have cyclists
ride in mixed traffic but a combination of traffic calming
and signage make a cycle-friendly environment.
Additional crosswalks and crossing signals can improve
safety and make pedestrians feel more comfortable;
many intersections in downtown Fredericksburg lack
this basic infrastructure; pedestrian crossing signals with
a countdown timer are considered ideal, as they provide
more information to pedestrians.
These pedestrian crossing signals are demandresponsive, meaning that they are only actuated when a
pedestrian or cyclists attempts a crossing. This type of
signalized crossing is necessary when a pedestrian route
crosses a busy street without any traffic control device.

Construction
Cost (/unit)
$250 each

ROW Impact
Low

Implementation
Complexity
Low

$19 per foot

Medium

Medium

$29 per foot

Medium

High

$49 per foot

High

High

$17 per foot

Low/Medium

Medium

Crosswalk: $7
per foot
Signal:
$1,800 each

n/a

High

$59,000 per
intersection

n/a

High
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Figure 18: Bicycle Infrastructure (clockwise from top-left: bicycle boulevard with sharrow, shared-use path, active warning beacon, twoway cycle-track

3.3.4 Infrastructure Recommendations by Corridor/Gap
Downtown Core
The historic downtown core of Fredericksburg, defined in this report as east of US-1, south of the Rappahannock canal, north
of VA-3, and west of the Rappahannock River, is well-suited for creating a vibrant active transportation network. The area’s
small blocks, comprehensive street grid, dense mixed-uses, and extensive sidewalk network readily form a solid foundation
that supports biking and walking. Despite these assets, however, both walking and biking can be dangerous activities in
certain parts of downtown due to a lack of bicycle/pedestrian infrastructure, signage, and other treatments. As Downtown
Fredericksburg already enjoys a well-connected sidewalk network, most of the recommendations in the historic core concern
bicycle infrastructure. The only substantive pedestrian recommendation is to continue to install pedestrian crosswalks and
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crossing signals at intersections. 23 Ideally, additional pedestrian signage (Figure 19) would be installed to further improve the
safety of pedestrians.

Figure 19: Pedestrian Signage to Facilitate Safe Crossings

23
Automatic pedestrian crossing signals are preferable to manually-activated signals, meaning the crossing signal is automatically actuated on every traffic signal cycle,
regardless of whether a pedestrian has pressed the button.
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Lafayette Boulevard corridor from the VCR trailhead to the riverfront
Projected Cost: $140,000
Figure 20: Extension of the VCR Trail to Sophia Street

The Lafayette Boulevard Improvement Study has looked closely at the options for improving the intersection of Lafayette
Boulevard and Kenmore Avenue, while also providing a bicycle route from the VCR trail to Sophia Street and improving the
safety of pedestrian crossings around the Fredericksburg Train Station. This study has not been completed at the time of this
report, but three alternatives have been developed. The alternatives are: 1) a shared-use path on the south side of Lafayette
Boulevard from Jackson Street to Princess Anne Street coupled with sharrows east of Princess Anne Street; 2) a shared-use
path adjacent to the railroad tracks from the VCR Trail trailhead to Princess Anne Street coupled with sharrows east of
Princess Anne Street; and 3) sharrows and traffic calming treatments to Essex/Jackson Street from the VCR Trail trailhead to
Wolfe Street followed by sharrows and traffic calming measures along Wolfe Street east of Jackson Street. There are several
constraints inherent in this corridor: the very limited ROW on Lafayette Boulevard, crossing Charles Street, and transitioning
to on-street sharrows at Princess Anne Street. Nonetheless, this improvement will connect the VCR Trail to important regional
assets, including the Rappahannock River, and VRE and Amtrak service at the Fredericksburg Train Station.
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Riverfront corridor from Lafayette Boulevard to Rappahannock River Heritage Trail
Projected Cost: $165,000
Figure 21: Proposed Bike Facilities on Sophia Street and Caroline Street

After considering a number of alternatives, the study team determined that Sophia Street is the preferred North-South bicycle
route through downtown. Currently, Princess Anne Street and Caroline Street are not appropriate bicycle corridors, due to
the volume of vehicular traffic, the presence of on-street parking, and the lack of space. Sophia Street, on the other hand,
experiences relatively low-traffic volume and provides a direct connection to recreational opportunities on the
Rappahannock River Heritage Trail and the Belmont-Ferry Farm Trail in Stafford County via the Chatham Bridge. It also
connects neighboring areas to the planned Riverfront Park.
For most of its length, Sophia Street is a two-lane, bidirectional road with one lane of on-street parking. For one block,
between William Street and Amelia Street, it changes to one-way northbound to facilitate traffic entering Fredericksburg from
the Chatham Bridge. The street is approximately twenty-five feet wide for most of its length. It is recommended to eliminate
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the lane of on-street parking and install a one-way northbound bike lane, with sharrow pavement markings facilitating
southbound bicycle travel. Figure 22 shows a cross-section of Sophia Street in the southbound direction.
Figure 22: Sophia Street at William Street, Looking South

To reduce vehicular traffic on Sophia Street (thereby making it more comfortable to cyclists), it may be possible to reconfigure
the intersection of Sophia Street and Amelia Street to require all traffic coming from the Chatham Bridge to turn left on Amelia
Street. This would direct motorists to use Caroline Street, rather than Sophia Street, to travel north. This one block stretch of
Sophia Street would require additional engineering to accommodate a southbound contra-flow bike lane. A bicycle-specific
traffic signal would also be necessary at the interaction of Sophia Street and William Street to facilitate a southbound
crossing. Currently there is no traffic light in this direction.
The Sophia Street alternative is hampered by the fact that the street does not extend all the way to the Rappahannock River
Heritage Trail. To establish this connection, the City could install a two-way cycle track on Caroline Street between Pitt Street
and the Rappahannock River Heritage Trail. Removing one lane of on-street parking would be necessary to create the
available ROW for a cycle track. Under this recommendation, the parking lane on the west side of Caroline Street would be
removed and the two travel lanes shifted to the west side of the street. Parking on the east side of the street would be shifted
away from the curb, thereby creating approximately eight feet for a bicycle facility on the east side of the roadway. The lane
of parked cars would act as a buffer between the vehicular travel lanes and the cycle-track. Removing one lane of on-street
parking on this section of Caroline Street would be less impactful relative to points south, as there are less commercial and
residential uses in this area. Finally, a signalized crossing would be necessary to facilitate crossing Caroline Street to reach
the Rappahannock River Heritage Trail.
Implementing this proposal will require changes to roadway geometry and on-street parking. Additional analysis will need
to be conducted to determine the final impacts of these changes. The city will need to determine whether removing parking
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on Sophia and Caroline Streets has a disproportionate impact on residents and businesses along those streets. The terminus
of this project could also change based on the alternative that’s implemented for the Lafayette Boulevard corridor.
Kenmore Avenue corridor between Lafayette Boulevard and Rappahannock Canal Trail
Projected Cost: $99,000
Figure 23: Cycle Track and Sharrows on Kenmore Avenue

A second north-south corridor through Downtown could be accommodated on Kenmore Avenue. Kenmore Avenue provides
several important connections for cyclists traveling from the Rappahannock Canal Path, University of Mary Washington,
Downtown, the train station, and the VCR Trail. Kenmore Avenue varies in width along the corridor, but is generally much
wider south of William Street. Along this segment, there are currently two travel lanes and two on-street parking lanes. If one
of these parking lanes were removed, it would be possible to install a two-way cycle track between Lafayette Boulevard and
William Street. Figure 24 illustrates how this cycle track, a first within Fredericksburg, could potentially look. The cycle track
could end at Wolfe Street, depending on what Lafayette Boulevard corridor recommendation is implemented.
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Figure 24: Kenmore Avenue South of William Street, Looking North

North of William Street, the street narrows to approximately 28 feet and accommodates two travel lanes and one lane of onstreet parking. For this segment, between William Street and Mary Ball Street, the cycle track would transition to simple onstreet sharrows. Vehicular traffic volumes are low enough on this section of Kenmore Avenue that sharrows should be
sufficient to make most cyclists feel safe. Lastly, there is not currently a paved connection between Kenmore Avenue and the
Rappahannock Canal Path. Pedestrians must walk up a gentle slope to a grassy walkway between Old Cossey Pond and the
Fredericksburg Dog Park to access the Canal Path. This connection could be paved and signed to facilitate this connection
for both pedestrians and cyclists.
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East-West connection from Transit Center to Downtown
Projected Cost: $758,000
Figure =: East-West Bicycle Boulevard through the University of Mary Washington

It is currently difficult to travel east-west across Fredericksburg’s existing street network, regardless of the mode of travel. The
street grid is fragmented and interrupted by parks, the University of Mary Washington (UMW), and the Fredericksburg &
Spotsylvania National Military Park. Many intersections are unsignalized, thereby forcing traffic on east-west streets to defer
to faster-moving north-south traffic. These conditions can feel somewhat unsafe, especially for pedestrians and cyclists.
To facilitate east-west movement across the downtown area, the study team recommends creating a “bicycle boulevard”
concept along a designated alignment north of William Street. In this configuration, the boulevard would begin at the FRED
Central transit center where the Cowan Boulevard shared-use path currently ends at Stafford Avenue. The new facility would
run on Rowe Street to College Avenue, where it would cross UMW using one of the many footpaths on campus. The bicycle
boulevard would then run on Campus Drive, right on Sunken Road, and left on Cornell Street until Washington Avenue. From
there, the alignment would be split into two between Washington Avenue and Sophia Street: eastbound running on Lewis
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Street and westbound on Fauquier Street. While somewhat circuitous, the relatively low-traffic volumes along the alignment
would make this route more pleasant and considerably safer than using the more direct William Street. The signage and
pavement markings which will need to be installed as part of the “bicycle boulevard” concept will help cyclists navigate the
route safely and confidently.
Princess Anne Street and Caroline Street lack traffic signals at the intersections with Lewis Street and Fauquier Street. A
combination of bulb-outs and crosswalks would considerably enhance safety without interrupting traffic. A demand
responsive signaling system designed for pedestrians and cyclists, such as an Active Warning Beacon or Hybrid Beacon could
be considered to improve crossing safety. These signals are actuated only when a pedestrian or cyclists needs to cross the
street, either manually with a push-button or automatically through the use of sensors. At other, less busy, intersections (e.g.,
Prince Edward Street and Charles Street) other measures may need to be taken to make crossings for cyclists safer and more
convenient.
Figure 25 depicts a few of the features that a bicycle boulevard would include at the intersection of Lewis Street and Caroline
Street. On-street sharrows have been made more visible by using green paint and a larger design which specifically calls out
the street’s “Bicycle Boulevard” designation. A Hybrid Beacon, also known as a High Intensity Activated Crosswalk (HAWK),
facilitates safe crossings and is actuated using a push-button or embedded sensors in the pavement. Additionally, traffic
calming measures have been installed on both Lewis Street and Caroline Street to prevent speeding and create a safe
environment for even casual cyclists. Specially designed speed humps on Lewis Street slow down vehicular traffic without
impeding cyclists. Curb extensions or bulb-outs on Caroline Street serve multiple purposes: in addition to slowing down
vehicular traffic, they improve visibility for cyclists by expanding sightlines, while also facilitating pedestrian crossings by
reducing the distance needed to travel from curb-to-curb.
Figure 25: Caroline Street at Lewis Street, Looking North
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East-West connection on Hanover Street and George Street
Cost: $120,000
Figure 26: Bike Lane and Sharrows on Hanover Street and George Street

An additional east-west bicycle facility is recommended for Hanover Street/George Street between Adam Street to the west
and Sophia Street to the east. This route would run parallel to William Street, which, despite being a designated bike route,
is too heavily travelled, making it potentially intimidating for most cyclists. Because of limited space along the corridor to
accommodate a bicycle lane, it is recommended that sharrows and traffic calming features be installed along the alignment.
The placement of features like small centered islands near intersection will force cars to slow down to speeds suitable for a
neighborhood street.
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Figure 27: Hanover Street at College Avenue, Looking South
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Stafford Avenue/Adam Street
Cost: $216,000
Figure 28: Bicycle Boulevard on Stafford Avenue and Adams Street

A bicycle boulevard treatment is recommended for Stafford Avenue and Adam Street, from Rowe Street to the north to
Hanover Street to the south. With on-street parking and a limited ROW, it is not possible to construct a bike lane along this
alignment. But on-street sharrows, combined with proper signage and traffic-calming measures, should be sufficient to make
these streets comfortable for cyclists.
The intersection at William Street is currently unsignalized, which poses a challenge for pedestrians and cyclists alike. At this
point, William Street is a four-lane road and movement north-south across William Street involves a slight turn, as Stafford
Avenue and Adams Street do not align precisely. Careful attention should be paid to accommodating bicycle and pedestrian
cross traffic at this intersection. Crosswalks and a new traffic signal could make crossing busy William Street safer.
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Connecting the Mayfield Neighborhood to Downtown
Cost: $221,000
Figure 29: Shared-Use Path Connecting Mayfield to Downtown

The Blue and Grey Parkway (VA-3) and the parkland surrounding Hazel Run physically separates Mayfield from Downtown.
To make this neighborhood more accessible by foot or bike, the study team recommends constructing a shared-use path
from the northern end of Railroad Avenue, underneath VA-3, and across Hazel Run to Frederick Street and the VRE Station
Park and Ride lots. While there are some elevation and wetland challenges that would need to be addressed, the City could
combine this plan for a shared-use path with its plan to extend the Dixon Street access ramp from VA-3 along this alignment
to the VRE parking lots. Dixon Street itself is not a viable location to install a bicycle facility, due to high-speed vehicular traffic,
access ramps from VA-3, and limited ROW.
Chatham Bridge Crossing
Cost: $3,940,000
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Figure 30: Shared-Use Path on Chatham Bridge

This bridge is scheduled to have its deck replaced in the next five years. A separated shared-use path is currently proposed
which would accommodate pedestrian and bicycle traffic in both directions. On the Stafford County side, the path will
connect with an extended Belmont-Ferry Farm Trail. And on the Fredericksburg side, it will connect with Sophia Street and
the rest of the City’s active transportation network.
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Falmouth Bridge Crossing
Cost: $5,070,000
Figure 31: Shared-Use Path on Falmouth Bridge

Like the Chatham Bridge, the Falmouth Bridge is inhospitable to pedestrians and cyclists, despite the presence of four-footwide, unseparated sidewalks. There are no current plans to replace this bridge, but when the time comes, the City and
Stafford County could advocate for a shared-use path to be included in the designs, much like the Chatham Bridge.
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Outside the Downtown Core
Outside of the downtown core, Fredericksburg’s more suburban neighborhoods tend to be isolated and cut-off from
surrounding subdivisions by major arterial roadways. These arterials sometimes lack basic sidewalks, and are largely
inhospitable to pedestrians and cyclists. They are designed to be used by automobiles and can be unsafe to even cross on
foot or by bike, which further isolates each neighborhood. The recommendations in this section are primarily concerned with
improving pedestrian connectivity between subdivisions, while encouraging the installation of shared-use paths where
possible.
Lafayette Boulevard corridor South of VA-3
Cost: $867,000
Figure 32: Shared-Use Path on Lafayette Boulevard

Further residential development is planned for certain parcels along Lafayette Boulevard south of VA-3. Within this segment,
Lafayette Boulevard is three to four lanes wide, typically with one through-travel lane in each direction and a couple of turning
lanes and/or wide shoulders. The City plans to rebuild Lafayette Boulevard to better accommodate car traffic and
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pedestrians. A shared-use path and sidewalk is part of the overall plan to create a safe bicycle route along the corridor into
Downtown.
Extension of Gateway Boulevard
Cost: $1,260,000
Figure 33: Shared-Use Path on Extension of Gateway Boulevard

Gateway Boulevard is proposed to be extended north of Plank Road, eventually connecting with Fall Hill Avenue. The City
has plans to build a shared-use path along this extension and the existing alignment south of Plank Road, thereby providing
a much-needed north-south route for pedestrians and cyclists. This facility would play an important role in linking together
the City’s other east-west shared-use paths on Fall Hill Avenue, Cowan Boulevard, and the VCR Trail. Additionally, a pedestrian
connection could be established between Gateway Boulevard and the proposed Plank Road shared-use path. Currently,
sidewalks on both streets stop just short of the actual intersection by a few hundred feet. Finally, a bridge over Plank Road
would provide for a safer connection from one side of the highway to the other.
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Carl Silver Boulevard from the intersection of Cowan Boulevard to Fall Hill Avenue
Cost: $933,000
Figure 34: Shared-Use Path on Carl D. Silver Parkway

The City could install a shared-use path from the Seasons at Celebrate Virginia apartment complex to Cowan Boulevard. This
path could be built along Carl D. Silver Parkway or along Gordon W. Shelton Boulevard when it is extended to Cowan
Boulevard. Like Gateway Boulevard, this piece of infrastructure would make important connections to the shared-use paths
on Fall Hill Avenue and Cowan Boulevard.
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East-west connection on Plank Road/William Street corridor
Cost: $2,180,000
Figure 35: Shared-Use Path and Sidewalk on Plank Road/William Street

This major corridor is currently characterized by retail shopping centers, a lack of sidewalks, and a driving environment
which is only suitable for automobiles. There are a number of recommendations which, if adopted, would better connect
surrounding neighborhoods to shopping opportunities on Plank Road, and even allow bicycle and pedestrian travel along
the roadway. First, as redevelopment occurs along the corridor, the City should consider installing a shared-use path on the
southern side of William Street/Plank Road from US-1 to Gateway Boulevard. This would complete an extensive network of
shared-use paths in both Fredericksburg’s suburban and historic neighborhoods. Second, a sidewalk should be
constructed on the northern side of the street, along with improvements to intersections along the corridor to facilitate
pedestrian crossings.
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Sidewalk connection between Great Oaks Neighborhood and Plank Road
Cost: $185,000
Figure 36: Sidewalk on Oakwood Street

Sidewalks could be added to Oakwood Street to improve pedestrian access from the Governors Row / Great Oaks
developments to Plank Road. Sidewalks have recently been constructed as part of this development, but still need to be
extended to Plank Road.
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Sidewalk connection between Cowan Boulevard and Plank Road
Cost: $146,000
Figure 37: Sidewalks on Westwood Drive and Keeneland Road

A pedestrian connection is needed to allow residents to walk between William Street and Cowan Boulevard. This would be
best accomplished by adding sidewalks to Westwood Drive, Woodland Road, and Keeneland Road. While not the most direct
route, this facility would at least make it possible for nearby residents to access the shared-use path on Cowan Boulevard, as
well as the unpaved Smith Run Trail. Finally building sidewalks along this corridor would create a new, safe pedestrian route
to Hugh Mercer Elementary School.
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Second pedestrian connection between Gateway Boulevard and Idlewild Boulevard
Cost: $55,000
Figure 38: Pedestrian Connection Between Gateway Boulevard and Sand Circle

A paved pedestrian path could be built from Gateway Boulevard to Idlewild Boulevard around the area of Sands Circle.
Although Idlewild Boulevard eventually intersects with Gateway Boulevard to the south, this second connection would
provide another access point to residents in this portion of the neighborhood. This undeveloped area is planned to
accommodate a new school as well as a commercial area. This proposed connector would be established between these
uses, providing a welcome link without interfering with any development plans.
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Pedestrian connection between Altoona Drive and Semple Court
Cost: $118,000
Figure 39: Pedestrian Connection Between Altoona Drive and Semple Court

A pedestrian path could be extended over North Hazel Run, connecting the Altoona neighborhood with Idlewild. This
recommendation, along with the following one, would create much-needed connections between the Idlewild Boulevard
and Plank Road corridors, which are currently only accessible by circuitously driving on either US-1 or Gateway Boulevard.
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Pedestrian connection between Downman Place and Hunt Lane
Cost: $29,000
Figure 40: Pedestrian Connection Between Hunt Lane and Downman Place

A second pedestrian footpath could be created between Hunt Lane and the neighborhoods to the south on Downman Place
or Landram’s Retreat. Like the nearby connection between Altoona and Idlewild, this path would make it possible for
pedestrians in the Idlewild neighborhood to more easily access commercial centers on Plank Road. This recommendation
faces constraints related to limited public ROW. The City should work with property owners to determine if they are interested
in having a pedestrian connection here.
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US-1 corridor from Cowan Crossing south to the city boundary
Cost: $3,320,000
Figure 41: Sidewalk on US-1 Between Cowan Boulevard and City Line

No portion of Jefferson Davis Highway is particularly accommodating to pedestrians, but the portion south of Cowan
Boulevard lacks even basic sidewalk infrastructure. Sidewalks, crosswalks, and other signage should be added to this
roadway where appropriate, in order to provide a basic level of safety to residents who choose to walk this corridor.
Pedestrian enhancements would also create a safe walking route to Lafayette Upper Elementary and Walker-Grant Middle
Schools.
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Connection between Cowan Boulevard and the Rappahannock Canal Path.
Cost: $523,000
Figure 42: Bike Lanes on Hospital Drive

In order to connect Cowan Boulevard and the Rappahannock Canal Path, the study team recommends installing a shareduse path on Hospital Drive. There is ample ROW to install these facilities, but further consideration should be given to
pedestrian and cyclists’ need to cross Cowan Boulevard to reach the shared-use path on that roadway. Additional
engineering will also be required to allow for safe traversing of the Hospital Drive roundabout, as well emergency vehicles’
use of Hospital Drive. A direct connection from the corner of Mary Washington Boulevard and Hospital Drive to the nearby
Rappahannock Canal Trail is currently moving forward. This connection will complete the corridor and allow for safe travel
between the Hospital area and the City’s trail network. Figure 43 shows Hospital Drive north of the roundabout.
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Figure 43: Hospital Drive Looking North
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Direct pedestrian linkage between the Snowden Hills subdivision and the nearby Mary Washington Hospital
Cost: $32,000
Figure 44: Pedestrian Connection Between Cadmus Drive and Hospital Drive

A small paved foot path could be constructed between Cadmus Drive and Hospital Drive so that residents can more easily
use the Canal Path. There appears to be sufficient ROW and the necessary access points, but the exact location of this
connection still needs to be determined.
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Connection along Fall Hill Avenue between the Riverside Manor Subdivision and Carl D. Silver Parkway
Cost: $65,000
Figure 45: Sidewalk on Fall Hill Ave to Riverside Manor Subdivision

The reconstruction of Fall Hill Avenue includes a multi-use trail that ends at Gordon W. Shelton Boulevard and continues as
a sidewalk to Carl D. Silver Parkway. This project would extend the pathway along the short stretch of Fall Hill Avenue between
Carl D. Silver and River Road. This improvement would serve the Riverside Manor subdivision, which currently is entirely cut
off from the City’s sidewalk network.
Lee Drive through the Fredericksburg Battlefield
Cost: $940,000
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Figure 46: Cycle-Track on Lee Drive

Lee Drive is a National Park Service (NPS) tour road, located primarily in adjacent Spotsylvania County and running through
the Fredericksburg & Spotsylvania National Military Park. The City of Fredericksburg does not have jurisdiction to make
changes to this road, but it could work with NPS to improve bicycle and pedestrian access. One solution would be to make
Lee Drive one way, with a two-way buffered bicycle lane or shared-use path in the remaining space. This five-mile-long facility
would be an attractive recreational opportunity for residents and visitors alike and would open Fredericksburg’s historical
assets to greater use and enjoyment.
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Intersection of VCR Trail and VA-3/US-1
Combined Cost: $10,080,000
Figure 47: VCR Trail Bridge Crossing at VA-3
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Figure 48: VCR Trail Bridge Crossing at US-1

The VCR Trail is one the city’s most important bicycle/pedestrian routes, and leveraging it should be a top priority. To do so,
the study team recommends four projects related to improving access to the VCR trail and expanding it into Spotsylvania
County. The VCR tail currently makes at-grade crossings at intersections with VA-3 and US-1. The City could consider building
elevated bridge-crossings that would reduce conflicts between motorists and cyclists. The intersection with VA-3 suffers from
congestion during peak periods, and constructing an overpass would improve traffic flow through the area in addition to the
safety benefits for pedestrians and cyclists.
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Lafayette Boulevard from Willis Street to the VCR Trail
Cost: $2,500
Figure 49: Pedestrian Improvements at Lafayette Boulevard and Willis Street

In order to improve connectivity between the VCR Trail, the Fredericksburg & Spotsylvania National Military Park and several
neighborhoods, the study team recommends installing crosswalks at the intersection of Lafayette Boulevard and Willis
Street, as well as wayfinding signage directing pedestrians and cyclists to the nearby VCR Trail. The VCR trail currently passes
within 0.2 mile of the Fredericksburg Battlefield Visitor Center, but there is no signage which indicates its proximity.
Furthermore, crossing Lafayette Boulevard can be difficult, as there are no crosswalks or pedestrian signals. Inexpensive
wayfinding signage and crosswalk striping will better leverage both assets by making it possible for residents to visit this
unique historical resource without a car.
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Connection from VCR Trail to neighborhoods south of Idlewild Boulevard
Cost: $60,000
Figure 50: Connection from VCR Trail to Idlewild Neighborhood

A natural surface path connects the Idlewild neighborhood with the end of the VCR trail via Walker Drive and Wright Court.
This important connection needs to be improved to allow Idlewild residents to reach downtown Fredericksburg on bike via
the nearly three-mile-long VCR trail. Needed work includes engineering and potential re-routing of the existing alignments to
minimize erosion and other issues.
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Connection between VCR Trail and residential neighborhoods in Spotsylvania County
Cost: $160,000
Figure 51: Connection from VCR Trail to Kingswood Boulevard

Similar to improving access from the VCR Trail to the Idlewild neighborhood, the VCR Trail could be linked to the Kingswood
subdivision in neighboring Spotsylvania County via Kingswood Boulevard. These residencies are less than 500 feet from the
trail, but currently do not have an easy way to access it.
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Connection between portions of the VCR Trail in Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania County
Cost: $22,000
Figure 52: VCR Trail Extension in Spotsylvania County

The City and FAMPO could work with Spotsylvania County to eventually connect the two distinct segments of the VCR Trail
in each respective jurisdiction. Currently there is a two-mile gap separating the two portions of the trail from one another.
Because of I-95, directly extending the trail along the VCR right-of-way will have to wait until a tunnel can be established under
the interstate. In the meantime, as a low-cost alternative, an on-street signed bicycle route could be established along
Kingswood Boulevard and Harrison Road. Additionally, trail signage and wayfinding could be installed to make the transition
from shared-use path to on-street facility, and back to shared-use path as seamless as possible.
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3.4

IMPLEMENTATION

3.4.1 Prioritization
A process to prioritize each infrastructure recommendation (Table 16 and Figure 53) was conducted based on past studies,
funding timetables outlined in the region’s LRTP and the City’s Comprehensive Plan, and the facility’s impact to the active
transportation network, as measured by the bicycle and pedestrian propensity score of the surrounding area. The resulting
priority designation is intended to be used primarily as a guideline for decision-makers and stakeholders. This plan is
contingent upon the availability of public funding and the pace of private development, especially west of US-1.
In the short term, expanding the active transportation network within the downtown core would have the biggest positive
impact per dollar spent. While on-street bicycle facilities can be politically challenging to implement, and some additional
engineering and design work is necessary, these types of projects are less expensive than off-street shared-use paths and can
have an immediate impact on biking and walking within the city. On-street facilities like bike lanes and cycle tracks can even
be implemented on a pilot basis to evaluate their efficacy and impact on traffic.
Figure 53: Active Transportation Network and Project Reference Numbers
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Table 16: Complete List of Infrastructure Recommendations with Priority (2017 Dollars)
No.

Location

17

Connection from the VCR Trail to the Idlewild
subdivision

5

Type of Improvement

Priority

Cost

Establish a paved surface path

0-5 years

$60,000

Kenmore Ave corridor between Lafayette
Boulevard and Rappahannock Canal Trail

Cycle track and marked on-street
bicycle route

0-5 years

$99,000

7

East-West connection on Hanover Street and
George Street

Marked on-street bicycle route

0-5 years

$120,000

18

Connection between VCR trail and residential
neighborhoods in Spotsylvania County

Link the VCR trail to Kingswood
Boulevard

0-5 years

$160,000

4

Riverfront corridor from Lafayette Boulevard
corridor to Rappahannock River Heritage Trail

Multiple treatments, including
marked on-street bicycle route,
bike lane, and cycle track

0-5 years

$165,000

8

East-West connection from Transit Center to
Downtown

Bicycle boulevard

0-5 years

$758,000

15

Intersection of VCR Trail and VA-3 (Blue and Gray
Parkway)

Bicycle and pedestrian bridge

0-5 years

$5,040,000

16

Intersection of VCR Trail and US-1 (Jefferson Davis
Hwy)

Bicycle and pedestrian bridge

0-5 years

$5,040,000

14

Lafayette Boulevard from Willis Street to the VCR
Trail

Wayfinding

6-15 years

$3,000

11

Direct pedestrian linkage between the Snowden
Hills subdivision and the nearby Mary Washington
Hospital

Paved path

6-15 years

$32,000

22

Pedestrian connection between Altoona Drive and
Semple Court

Paved path

6-15 years

$118,000

1

Lafayette Boulevard corridor from the VCR
trailhead to the riverfront

Shared-use path and marked onstreet bicycle route

6-15 years

$140,000

6

Stafford Avenue/Adams Street

Bicycle boulevard

6-15 years

$216,000

9

Connecting the Mayfield Neighborhood to
Downtown

Paved path and on-street bicycle
route

6-15 years

$221,000

10

Connection between Cowan Boulevard and the
Rappahannock Canal Path

Bicycle lane and paved path

6-15 years

$523,000

12

Lafayette Boulevard Corridor south of VA-3

6-15 years

$867,000

24

Extension of Gateway Boulevard

6-15 years

$1,260,000

2

Chatham Bridge Crossing

6-15 years

$3,940,000

3

Falmouth Bridge Crossing

6-15 years

$5,070,000

19

Connection between portions of the VCR Trail in
Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania County

16+ years

$22,000

Shared-use path adjacent to
roadway
Shared-use path adjacent to
roadway
Bridge widened to accommodate
a shared-use path
Bridge widened to accommodate
a shared-use path
On-street marked bicycle route
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No.

Location

21

Pedestrian connection between Downman Place
and Hunt Lane

23

Type of Improvement

Priority

Cost

Paved path

16+ years

$29,000

Second pedestrian connection between Gateway
Boulevard and Idlewild Boulevard

Paved path or sidewalk

16+ years

$55,000

29

Connection along Fall Hill Avenue between the
Riverside Manor Subdivision and Carl D. Silver
Parkway

Sidewalk

16+ years

$65,000

27

Sidewalk Connection between Cowan Boulevard
and Plank Road

Sidewalks

16+ years

$146,000

26

Sidewalk Connection Between Great Oaks
Neighborhood and Plank Road

Sidewalk

16+ years

$185,000

28

Gordon W. Shelton Boulevard/Carl D. Silver
Parkway corridor from Cowan Boulevard to Fall Hill
Avenue

Shared-use path adjacent to
roadway

16+ years

$933,000

13

Lee Drive through the Fredericksburg Battlefield 24

Shared-use path adjacent to
roadway

5-16 years

$945,000

25

William Street / Plank Road

Shared-use path and sidewalk
adjacent to roadway

16+ years

$2,180,000

20

US-1 corridor from Cowan Crossing south to the
city limit

Shared-use path adjacent to
roadway

16+ years

$3,320,000

Total Program Cost

$31,550,000

3.4.2 Funding Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvements
Unlike highway projects, bicycle and pedestrian investments are sometimes pursued through discretionary and competitive
grant programs, which makes it hard to forecast the funds available for such investments. Fredericksburg has a number of
options for funding the recommendations in this study, but implementing the full vision of the plan will require a creative
approach to infrastructure funding, including engagement with the private sector and aggressive pursuit of grant
opportunities.

Federal Funding:
Transportation Alternatives Set-Aside (TA)
Under the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act, a percentage of highway funding is set aside for transportation
projects that fall under four broad programs, three of which would together cover all the investments proposed in this study:


Transportation Alternatives (TA): Diverse category of investments that include constructing on- and off-road facilities



Safe Routes to School: Bicycle and pedestrian investments conducted within two miles of a K-8 Grade school.



Recreational Trails: Investments tied to the development of recreation trails. The Virginia Department of

for pedestrians and cyclists.

Conservation and Recreation is responsible for distributing these funds.

24

This facility would be located on property owned by the National Park Service, and would therefore require NPS approval and support.
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TA funding is constrained; In 2018, Virginia’s allocation of TA funds will equal $21 million for the whole state, as well as an
additional $1.5 million for recreational trails. Fredericksburg can expect to receive only a small share of this funding.
Nonetheless, TA provides one of the few predictable streams of money available to the region to implement bicycle and
pedestrian projects.
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) and Regional Surface Transportation Program (RSTP)
CMAQ and RSTP represent the two largest federal funding programs available for bicycle and pedestrian investments. Each
of Virginia’s metropolitan regions receives a share of these funds, and the metropolitan planning organization – such as
FAMPO – is responsible for allocating them to specific projects. These funds are allocated to projects up to five years in
advance, resulting in the need to plan ahead to take advantage of this funding.
FAMPO has a set of scoring criteria to evaluate bicycle and pedestrian improvements, in the following areas:
•

Addresses a missing link as part of phased construction or extends an existing facility.

•

Provides access to transit, commercial/employment centers, and recreational facilities from residential areas.

•

Eliminates barriers to major destinations.

•

Improves bicycle/pedestrian safety.

•

Serves trips to work or school.

•

Serves other trips such as personal business, shopping, or recreation.

•

Project has existing funding commitments.

•

Project readiness.

Highway Safety Improvement Program
The Highway Safety Improvement Program’s (HSIP) purpose is to make significant progress in reducing highway fatalities
and serious injuries on all public roadways. VDOT’s HSIP program includes the Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Program (BPSP),
which addresses non-motorized crashes and risks. Applications target reductions in the number and severity, or the risk of
and exposure to crashes. The intent of the BPSP is to fund projects that address a known safety or accommodation issue, are
smaller in scale and can be implemented quickly. Virginia’s annual BPSP allocation is approximately $5-6 million statewide.
Most of the recommendations in this study are eligible for BPSP funding.
Federal Discretionary Grants
Generally, there has been a move away from discretionary funding in recent transportation bills toward relying extensively
on formula-based programs and block grants. The most common form of federal discretionary funding available are TIGER
grants. TIGER is a competitive grant program that is used to support innovative transportation projects. These grants in the
past have been used to fund bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure. The most recent round of TIGER included $500 million of
funding for 40 projects nationwide. Obtaining TIGER funding is highly competitive and grantees are expected to use the funds
exclusively for capital construction projects.

State Funding:
The Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) can support implementation of the bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure
recommendations in several ways. The region can work with the state to ensure future roadway construction incorporates
bicycle and pedestrian facilities. As part of VDOT’s pavement rehabilitation program, the state may fund construction of a
paved shoulder along state roads to accommodate bicyclists and pedestrians. Finally, as described below, the
Commonwealth offers capital funding through its Smart Scale program
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Smart Scale
Smart Scale is a prioritization process for distributing state transportation funds generated by HB 1887. The competitive
process scores transportation projects based on their assessed benefits. Most of the recommendations in this study meet the
eligibility requirements for Smart Scale. In the first two rounds of Smart Scale, bicycle and pedestrian projects performed
well. The existing measures used to score projects emphasize areas like safety, the environment, and land use, which are
positively impacted by improved bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure. Submitting a network of improvements instead of
individual corridors would help these recommendations rank higher under Smart Scale.

Private Funding
Private funding is an important means to implement bicycle and pedestrian recommendations. Fredericksburg can seek
developer contributions for active transportation infrastructure as a measure to remediate traffic impacts associated with
new construction. The City has relied on such contributions to fund bicycle and pedestrian investments in the past. When
new subdivisions are being planned, local jurisdictions can work with developers to ensure that adequate bicycle/pedestrian
infrastructure is in place, including external connections to adjacent roads and neighborhoods.

3.4.3 Next Steps
This plan is intended to advance the conversation within Fredericksburg about the need to strengthen and expand the city’s
existing active transportation network. It builds upon the groundwork laid by the City’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
and Comprehensive Plan. This plan identifies a group of concrete and specific projects which would greatly improve the
network, some as modest as a small section of sidewalk, others larger and more complex like the Plank Road shared-use
path. These recommendations are still in a preliminary state, and there are a number of next steps necessary to move them
forward:

Reach out to the Public
More input from the public and other stakeholders is needed before the recommendations in this plan can be realized. Many
of these recommendations would impact individual property owners and will require their consultation to move forward.
The results of this study can help frame future discussions about bicycle and pedestrian improvements, however the ultimate
shape of such improvements will reflect the will of the community.

Conduct Traffic and Parking Assessments
Some of the recommendations will reconfigure the public right of way, either by removing on-street parking or reducing the
lane count. For these recommendations, additional assessment may be needed to determine how these changes impact
roadway traffic or the supply of parking. Many communities first roll-out on-street facilities as pilots to assess impacts. While
removing parking or travel lanes can be controversial, implementing bicycle and pedestrian improvements can have longterm benefits that far outweigh the short-term impacts of such changes.

Conduct Engineering
Additional engineering work is needed on most of the recommended improvements. The estimated cost and scope of these
projects may change significantly based on the results of this engineering work. FAMPO will continue to work with the City of
Fredericksburg and surrounding counties to identify funding sources, build consensus among stakeholders, refine the
prioritization of projects, and agree upon an implementation plan.
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Identify Funding and Incorporate Projects into City plans and the Long-Range Transportation Plan
For these projects to move forward they will have to be incorporated into City infrastructure improvement plans and the
region’s Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP). Funding will play an important role in determining the final timing and
feasibility of a proposal. As highlighted in the previous section, there are a diverse range of funding options, but many of them
are challenging to forecast ahead of time. Having shovel-ready plans for bike/pedestrian improvements will improve the
chances of these projects successfully obtaining funding.
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4. Conclusion
This study is intended to provide a vision for how Fredericksburg can transform its active transportation network. By
implementing the proposals found in this study, Fredericksburg could establish itself as a leader in bicycle and pedestrian
transportation among small cities. The City is blessed with a core of pedestrian-friendly streets and a dense street grid.
Downtown itself is surrounded by scenic parkland and historic sites of national significance. Continuing to develop a citywide
network of bicycle and pedestrian routes will create a strong alternative to driving, and expand the appeal of Fredericksburg
for visitors and residents.
While this study outlines solutions for improving walking and bicycling in Fredericksburg, realizing both a bike share system
and the infrastructure recommendations envisioned in this study will take time and financial investment. However, investing
in active transportation will pay dividends for the City of Fredericksburg and the FAMPO region in the future. Compared to
major roadway and public transit investments, the recommendations outlined in the plan are low-cost strategies that carry
not just transportation but health, economic, and competitiveness benefits to the region. Increasingly people are looking to
live in communities that provide diverse transportation options, including robust bicycle and walking networks.
The active transportation needs of the region will change over time as Fredericksburg grows, and these recommendations
will need to be re-examined periodically to ensure they remain valid. New development, changes in transportation
technology such as the deployment of automated vehicles, and changing land use may necessitate infrastructure not yet
envisioned. Similarly, changes in the bike share industry could uproot current assumptions. Regardless of these changes,
there is a fundamental need to put pedestrians and cyclists at the forefront of decision making. Bicycle and pedestrian
infrastructure should be a core component of any transportation improvement, not an afterthought or a perfunctory add-on
to an existing investment. As Fredericksburg grows, the groups responsible for the community’s urban form – planners,
engineers, policy makers, civic leaders, and developers – will have many opportunities to better accommodate active
transportation. Incremental investments in bicycling and walking over time will have a profound and positive effect in the
long-run.
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